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Leadership
is a verb
Being voted the leading private bank in both South Africa and
Africa*, proves that for us the phrase ‘entrepreneurial approach’
is more than just words. It’s the very essence of what we do,
ensuring that our clients never have to settle for anything less
than the extraordinary.
www.investecprivatebank.co.za
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Banking Services • Trust and Fiduciary Services • Private Wealth Management • Private Client Property Investment Banking • Growth and Acquisition Finance
Investec Private Bank, a division of Investec Bank Limited Reg. No. 1969/004763/06. An authorised ﬁnancial services provider. A registered credit provider registration number NCRCP9. *Investec Private Bank was independently
voted South Africa’s leading private bank for the seventh consecutive time in the PricewaterhouseCoopers Banking Survey 2009, as well as the leading private bank in Africa for the second year running in the Euromoney Private
Banking Survey 2010.
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ur cover this month is of the iconic
World War 11 (WW11) American ‘Rosie
the Riveter’, who, according to American
history, inspired a social movement that
increased the number of working women in
America to 20 million in 1944, an increase
of 57% from 1940.
Although the image of ‘Rosie the Riveter’
reflected the industrial work of women
during this period, the majority of working
women during the 1940s filled non-factory
positions in every sector of the economy.
Women became taxi and streetcar drivers,
operated heavy construction machinery,
worked in lumber and steel mills, unloaded
freight, built dirigibles, made munitions
and much more. And what unified the
experiences of these women was that they
proved to themselves, and whomever else
watching across the globe, that they could
do a ‘man’s job’ and that they could do it
well, albeit that they were paid less than
their male counterparts.
The American slogan at the time, ‘Do the
job he left behind’, said a lot about the
propaganda that still largely persists today.
Women could do the job as long as he
didn’t want it or wasn’t around to do it. So
as soon as soldiers began to return home
after the war, women were forced out of
their new jobs.
The situation was slightly different in
SA though, as the pattern of female
employment had already began to change
in the early 1920s. So, by the 1940s, during
the war, when the cost of living soared and
economic hardship increased, and women
struggled to feed their families, they took on
a variety of informal jobs in order to survive.
But they also started paying much more
attention to their political rights, which, in
our history, are also closely linked to trade
union activities.
But, despite this history, women in
positions of change and leadership was
not a new phenomenon in the early and
mid 1900s. In fact, history teaches us that
Egyptian Queens have ruled countries and
economies from as early as 2500BC. But, of
course, the impact of women on the labour
market, as we know it today, wasn’t really
felt until after the second world war.
And 70 years on, the situation has not
changed that drastically. We’re still find
it amazing to see women in leadership
roles, we still gasp at women running
governments, or listed companies, and
we’re still shocked when women, at CEO
asa I august 2010

level, still earn marginally less than the
majority of their male counterparts. And
all this despite the fact that we’ve shown
society and, in particular, men that we can
do it all. Balance being a wife, mother and
corporate leader with aplomb!
The case studies exist, and in our two
special reports this month, we introduce
you to strong, focused, successful women
in industry, who most certainly can do
it all…husbands, babies, cooking, and
corporate reshuffling!
And if you think that the situation for
women, particularly in this country, isn’t that
bad, take a look at the statistics issued by
the Business Women’s Association South
African Women in Leadership Census 2010,
whose findings assert that, despite their
majority, women remain under-represented
in the formal economy.
The findings reveal the following alarming
statistics:
• The number of top “engendered
companies” (comprising 25% or
more women directors and executive
managers) has decreased from 58 in
2008 to 41 in 2010.
• 4.5% of CEOs and 19.3% of executive
managers of the + 315 Johannesburg
Stock Exchange (JSE) -listed companies
are women.
• 16.6% of company directors and 6% of
chairpersons of boards of directors are
women.
• 73 companies do not have one single
woman on their board of directors
The Employment Equity Commission’s
(EEC) 2007/08 and 2008/09 findings
reveal that women are more represented
in administrative as opposed to decisionmaking functions. Despite the fact that
the majority of women directors are black,
these directorships in the main are in stateowned enterprises (SOEs) – JSE-listed
companies are lagging seriously behind.
SOE women hold 40% of directorships,
as opposed to the 16.6% in JSE-listed
companies. One-third of SOE chairpersons
are women, as opposed to the 6% women
chairpersons of companies.
Private Enterprise – this is surely sad,
indeed, surpassingly sad.
Raina

Only by combining all the right
elements do you get the best
investment results.

At Nedbank Business Banking we understand your investment needs are closely aligned to your business and working capital requirements. Our
unique combination of a skilled relationship banker dedicated to your business and investment management centres providing insight into the
prevailing market conditions ensures sound investment advice and great deals for your business. Contact your relationship banker or
email us at business@nedbank.co.za.
Nedbank Business Banking – partnering for growth for a greater South Africa.

CORPORATE

Nedbank Ltd Reg No 1951/000009/06, 135 Rivonia Road, Sandown, 2196, South Africa. We subscribe to the Code of Banking Practice of The Banking Association South Africa and, for unresolved disputes, support resolution
through the Ombudsman for Banking Services. We are an authorised ﬁnancial services provider. We are a registered credit provider in terms of the National Credit Act (NCR Reg No NCRCP16).
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credits and contributions

The easiest
way to catch
that new job.

this month’s contributors

Zwelodumo Mabhoza highlights the
existing complications arising from interest
expenditure. He provides a heads up
with regard to the proposed changes in
the Income Tax Legislation and indirectly
emphasises the need to consult with tax
advisors in dealing with interest related tax
complications.
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Michelle Benetello says many
restructuring transactions are entered into
in terms of the tax ‘roll-over’ provisions
as contained in the Income Tax Act No.
58 of 1962. In many instances, very little
attention is given to proper implementation
of transactions that may give rise to
unintended tax exposures, especially on
exiting a particular transaction or structure.
The article focuses on one potential
implementation disaster.
Jennifer Roeleveld says that it is
important that you consider all the facts
before leaping into electing the amnesty
provisions for transferring your primary
residence out of a company or trust into
your own name.

Create a Resume | Search Financial Jobs |
Set up email Job Alerts | Track your Applications

Angela Mhlanga takes a look at leadership
from both a business and staff perspective,
giving clear insight into the role a leader
should play in both spheres, as well as the
key elements to successful leadership.
While providing guidance around
leadership, she creates a platform for
ethical and sound leadership principles.

Apply for CA and Financial Jobs Online

www.cajunction.co.za

SAICA presents CAJunction in
association with CareerJunction
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straight shooting

Growing into our greatness
A

s with so many things in South Africa, our profession is
straddled between two seemingly contradictory positions.

On the one hand, South Africa’s Chartered Accountants [CAs(SA)]
are at the top of their game internationally – according to the World
Economic Forum’s 2008-09 Global Competitiveness Report we
are ranked fourth in the world for auditing and financial reporting
standards, higher than the “big boys” such as the US and UK. Only
Hong Kong, Austria and Australia were considered better. So we
have much to be proud of.
On the other hand, that position is not necessarily sustainable –
skills shortages pose a serious threat and we are still battling the
legacy of inequality in our country.
What is the key to ensuring that our profession continues to forge ahead?
• Growth in numbers (as it relates to the CA(SA) programme) of
trainee accountants and students;
• Growth of our membership – particularly at the middle and lower
levels; and
• Growth in Africa – to start building education and training capacity
in southern African countries.
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CAs(SA) are a linchpin in the South African economy, and are
drivers of economic growth. SAICA and its members also have
a responsibility to drive growth in our profession and to support
growth in the economy and the region. Doing so requires a healthy
pipeline of highly skilled professionals with appropriate knowledge
and skills to support economic growth.
It is against this background that SAICA has prioritised mobilising
its growth strategy. Expanding the pipeline by increasing the
number of students, particularly African and Coloured students, at
undergraduate, postgraduate and qualifying examination (QE) levels,
is crucial. Pleasing headway is being achieved in this regard through
numerous initiatives underway.
SAICA’s skills development and transformation initiative, Thuthuka
Bursary Fund, has made an enormous contribution to alleviating
the skills shortage, training previously disadvantaged students
to become CAs(SA). Students undergo a rigorous selection
programme before entering higher institutions that provide specific,
comprehensive and consolidated programmes. When the Thuthuka
initiatives first started in 2002 there were 544 African and Coloured
CAs(SA). In 2009 the number had grown to 2 161.
Funding Thuthuka is an ongoing challenge, but we are very pleased
to have secured R10.5 million from the National Skills Fund, which
will support Thuthuka students currently in their CTA year of study.
Ongoing funding remains our biggest challenge and here we look to
members of the Institute to support the programme either directly
through donations (which can be made via our website) or indirectly
by connecting SAICA and Thuthuka with appropriate organisations
that can provide such funding. This is a mechanism for members to
give back to a profession that has served them well, and I urge all
members to use this opportunity to get involved.
Another priority is improving throughput passes. We are working
with all universities to agree on appropriate plans to grow the
numbers of undergraduate and postgraduate passes by increasing

throughput pass percentages. We are also working with Thuthukaaccredited universities to increase their year on year throughput
pass percentages, which at the moment are at a minimum of 70%.
Implementation of the Association of Accounting Technicians
[AAT(SA)] plan is progressing well, gaining significant traction both
in the private and public sectors. We have accredited the Nelson
Mandela Metropolitan University, North-West University and Central
University of Technology to offer the AAT(SA). We are currently
working with other higher education institutions and private colleges
seeking accreditation.
In order to meet the growing demand for middle level accountants
in both the private and public sectors, we are designing a plan for
the training of general accountants. Creating this qualification/new
designation is challenging, and it needs to be done with adequate
research and careful consideration.

Students undergo a rigorous
selection programme before
entering higher institutions that
provide specific, comprehensive and
consolidated programmes.
Focus on growth into southern African countries is critical. The initial
focus is building education and training links. It is imperative for the
growth of southern African countries’ economies to increase the
number of qualified CAs. The South African qualification is not only
well regarded internationally, but takes into account local African
conditions such as market needs and tax regimes, and legislation.
In Zimbabwe, Namibia and Swaziland, trainee accountants write the
SAICA-accredited qualifying examinations. We are also working with
a number of local universities in each of these countries to bring
their postgraduate programmes to a standard that will meet our
requirements.
Underpinning the success of all our growth initiatives is sustainable
funding. We have appointed a project team to find possible
funding solutions. Funding at the postgraduate CTA level is the
challenge, and we are working with the National Skills Fund, which
is considering providing some funds going forward. We have also
introduced a members’ annual ‘pledge’ campaign. Another concern
being dealt with is the readiness of the student intake to deal
with the rigours of university life. Universities can no longer rely
on matric results in isolation to assess the readiness of students.
We are working closely with universities to introduce alternative
assessment programmes.
There are, no doubt, many challenges ahead but I am confident that
the next generation of CAs(SA) will uphold our excellent reputation
internationally, while being at the helm of economic development on
our great continent. asa
Nazeer Wadee CA(SA) is Chief Operating Officer, SAICA.
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ACCOUNTING

FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES TO THE
ACCOUNTING FOR DEFINED BENEFIT
PLANS

IMPROVEMENTS TO SEVEN IFRSs ISSUED
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) has published improvements to
seven International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) including:
Standard

Subject of the amendment

IFRS 1 – First-time Adoption of
International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRSs)

Accounting policy changes in the year of adoption
Revaluation basis as deemed cost
Use of deemed cost for operations subject to rate
Regulation

IFRS 3 – Business Combinations

Transition requirements for contingent consideration
from a business combination that occurred before the
effective date of the revised IFRS
Measurement of non-controlling interests
Un-replaced and voluntarily replaced share-based
payment awards
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IFRS 7 – Financial Instruments:
Disclosures
IAS 1 – Presentation of Financial
Statements
IAS 27 – Consolidated and Separate
Financial Statements

Clarification of disclosures
Clarification of Statement of Changes in Equity
Transition requirements for amendments arising as
a result of IAS 27(amended 2008)

IAS 34 – Interim Financial Reporting

Significant events and transactions

IFRIC 13 – Customer Loyalty
Programmes

Fair value of award credits

The improvements, with the exception of IFRS 3 and IAS 27, are effective for annual
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2011. IFRS 3 and IAS 27 are effective for annual
periods beginning on or after 1 July 2010. Earlier application is permitted.
The annual improvements will be issued as Improvements to Statements of Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice (GAAP) once approved by the Accounting Practices
Board (APB). The IASB press release can be downloaded from the SAICA website.
Improvements to IFRSs can be downloaded from the International section of the SAICA
online Handbook or eIFRS.

REGULATED INDUSTRIES

Proposed amendments, which are aimed
at addressing the various deficiencies
identified in IAS 19(AC 116) – Employee
Benefits, have been issued by the IASB.
These proposed amendments will result in
fundamental changes to the recognition,
presentation and disclosure of defined
benefit plans. The exposure draft has been
issued in South Africa as ED 280.
The snapshot of the proposals, the IASB
press release and ED 280 – Defined Benefit
Plans: Proposed amendments to IAS 19
– Employee Benefits can be downloaded
from the SAICA website.
The deadline for comment to the IASB is 6
September 2010.
APRIL 2010 IASB & IFRIC NEWS
In the April issue of the IASB & IFRIC
News, the IASB deliberated the
definition of an “investment company”
and tentatively decided to allow such a
company to measure its investments in
entities that it controls at fair value through
profit or loss. The IASB also tentatively
decided to include requirements to present
unusual or infrequently occurring items in
the Statement of Comprehensive Income
in the forthcoming exposure draft on
financial statement presentation.
The April 2010 publication of the IASB &
IFRIC News can be downloaded from the
SAICA website.
REVISIONS TO THE IASCF
CONSTITUTION

EXCHANGE CONTROL
The Exchange Control Department of the South African Reserve Bank has issued
Exchange Control Circulars No. 18/2010 and 19/2010 advising Authorised Dealers of
amendments to Exchange Control Rulings under the heading of FirstRand Bank Limited:
Exchange Control Circular

Details

Circular No. 18/2010

Nominated branches to transact insurance business

Circular No. 19/2010

Securities Control – Authorised Banks

Replacement pages of the amended Exchange Control Rulings as well as copies of the
Exchange Control Circulars can be requested from SAICA through our query system on
www.saica.co.za.
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As part of five yearly review of the
International Accounting Standards
Committee Foundation Constitution, the
Trustees have issued further changes to
the Constitution.
Report of the IASC Foundation
Trustees on Part 2 of their Constitution
Review – Changes for Enhanced
Public Accountability and Stakeholder
Management can be downloaded from the
IASB website.
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TAXES ARE THE DUES THAT WE PAY FOR
THE PRIVILEGES OF MEMBERSHIP IN AN
ORGANISED SOCIETY.

image: ISTOCK PHOTO

franklin d. roosevelt (1882-1945)
THIRTY-SECOND PRESIDENT OF THE USA.
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Saica

in the tax space

O

ur advocacy and leadership role as an
Institute is an integral part of our service
offerings to members. The purpose of this
article is to highlight the tax service offerings
to members. SAICA has a well established
infrastructure to serve its members within
the tax fraternity, which includes, but is not
limited to, the following areas:

National Tax Committee (NTC):
The purpose of the committee is to be the
most influential committee on decisions
made by stakeholders in South African
tax matters, particularly in respect of
decisions made by National Treasury, the
South African Revenue Services (SARS)
and Parliament, with a view to improving
outcomes for the South African public, both
individual and business, and our members,
both practising and non-practising.
Representation on the committee is well
balanced and currently includes members
from the big four accounting/auditing firms,
small to medium practices, academia, legal
firms, commerce, industry and regional
representation.
In order to achieve its objectives, the SAICA
NTC has formed a number of subcommittees
in the following areas:
• Tax policy
• Carbon tax
• VAT
• Customs & Excise
• PAYE
• Expatriates
• Group taxation.
The NTC makes proactive submissions
and endevours to respond to all calls
for comment released by SARS and/or
the National Treasury. In this regard, the
Committee made 69 written submissions
during 2008 and 38 written submissions
during 2009. The submissions cover both
technical and operational matters.

As a result of the number of written
submissions, SAICA regularly interacts with
SARS and National Treasury. SAICA is also
actively involved throughout the annual
Parliamentary process for tax legislative
amendments. SAICA through the NTC
provides detailed written submissions on
proposals contained in the draft Bills (now
referred to as the annual Taxation Laws
Amendment Bills). SAICA also makes oral
presentations to Parliament’s Standing
Committee on Finance (SCoF). As a result
of SAICA’s recommendation to the SCoF,
National Treasury now convenes workshops
with commentators on the Bills before
issuing a response document.
SAICA through its NTC was instrumental
in influencing a legislative change for
provisional taxpayers during 2009. SAICA
initially negotiated a transitional arrangement
during 2009, which, in effect, postponed the
effective date of the legislation. According to
the current revised legislation, the following
two-tier approach is envisaged for second
provisional tax estimates:

Differentiation:
Smaller taxpayers will mean taxpayers with
a taxable income up to R1million.
The current legislation is a recommendation
that was put forward to National Treasury by
SAICA in a written submission.
The SAICA National Tax Committee is
balanced in that it does not only deal
with technical issues but also deals with
operational issues. Operational matters
that are considered to be a national issue
are then escalated through to SARS
at the quarterly national stakeholders’
meetings held by SARS. Here SAICA was
instrumental in negotiating with SARS
to provide additional time for provisional
taxpayers to file their annual income tax
returns, i.e. during the 2009 tax filing
season provisional taxpayers were granted a
full year to file their tax returns in alignment
with corporate taxpayers. It is anticipated
that this will become part of a fixed
timetable going forward.
The SAICA NTC meets on a quarterly basis.

Tier1: Smaller taxpayers
A return to the old ‘basic amount’ safe-harbour
system, which includes the 20% penalty for
estimating below the lesser of ‘basic amount’
and 90% of actual taxable income. However,
the ‘basic’ amount will now include an
automatic annual 8% increase.
Tier 2: Larger taxpayers
The current requirement of 80%-of-actual
taxable income will be retained, but the
20% penalty will be made discretionary
rather than automatic. This means that
SARS will no longer be able to apply an
automatic penalty and would have to give
due consideration to whether the taxpayer
intended to delay the payment of provisional
taxes. This is a welcome relief for corporate
taxpayers that would otherwise have to
disclose such penalties in their financial
statements pending an appeal to SARS.
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Regional Tax Committees:
The Regional Tax Committees report directly
into the SAICA NTC. There are currently four
regions being; Southern region, Northern
region, Eastern region and Central region.
Districts are represented at the regional
committees.
Integritax:
The Integritax Newsletter, which is an online publication, is published as a service
to members and associates of SAICA and
includes items selected from the newsletters
of firms in public practice, and commerce
and industry, as well as other contributors.
It is limited in content to highly technical
articles. The monthly tax publication is put
together by the Integitax Editorial Panel.
Members of the Editorial Panel consist
mainly of professors in taxation.
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15 MIN
CPD VERIFIABLE ARTICLE

Tax implications of interest
A free Verifiable CDP is offered to members
on selected articles in every edition.
Learning Events:
SAICA puts together learning events in the
form of seminars, workshops, e-learning
and related materials.
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As a standard SAICA offers the annual
Tax Update, which attempts to reduce a
year’s worth of tax developments into a
morning of an intensive practical training
session. This seminar gives delegates an
understanding of the basics so that they can
identify problems before they come across
them – without having to use valuable
productive time reading through mountains
of legislation. In addition, SAICA also
offers annually a tax update seminar at the
specialist level. This seminar deals in detail
with the amendments that are contained in
the annual Taxation Laws Amendment Bills.
During 2009, SAICA hosted a very
successful first ever Tax Conference. As
a result of the keen interest displayed by
members it is anticipated that SAICA will
host a Tax Conference every second year.
On an annual basis, SAICA interacts with
members through regionally held contact
sessions. These sessions are free of charge
and only require registration for the event.
Query management system:
SAICA offers a web-based query resolution
system that responds to tax and other
queries from members.
SAICA’s Budget Commentary:
SAICA provides members on the day of
the budget with a summary of the tax
related budget proposals. During the past
two years, SAICA successfully released its
budget summary on the day of the budget
announcement.
SAICA is continuing to explore other models
in terms of enhancing and expanding
service delivery within the tax space.
International comparison and research is
currently being undertaken in this area.
Watch this space for further developments… asa
Muneer Hassan CA(SA) is Project Director:
Tax, Saica.

Background
In the 2010 budget review it was pointed
out that financial institutions are deducting
interest expenditure beyond what should
be allowed according to the tax principles.
Therefore, it is proposed to introduce
measures to ensure that interest expenses
are allocated proportionally among various
financial assets based on a “taxable income/
gross receipts and accrual” formula.
For a financial institution that has thousands
of investments (in bonds, preference shares
and ordinary shares) this becomes a great
challenge as it needs to make sure that its
systems can support this new proposal in
the legislation.
Current legislation
It should be stated upfront that a strict
interpretation of the current legislation
should still achieve the objectives of this new
proposal. For example, interest is normally
deductible in terms of the general deduction
formula – see section 11(a) of the Income Tax
Act, No 58 of 1962. One of the requirements
for expenditure to be deductible in terms of
this section is that such expenditure should
be in the production of income. This means
that any interest incurred on a loan raised to
fund say a “preference share book” should
not be deductible.
In addition to section 11(a) requirements,
section 9C of the Income Tax Act states
that there shall, in the year of assessment
in which any qualifying share (as defined
in that section) is disposed of by the
taxpayer, be included in the taxpayer’s
income any expenditure or losses incurred
in respect of such qualifying share and
allowed as a deduction from the income
of the taxpayer during that or any previous
year of assessment in terms of section 11.
This means that any expenditure (including
interest expense) that would have been
deducted and allowed on the basis that
shares were held on revenue account must
be added back (on disposal of such shares),
if it turns out that those shares meet the
definition of a qualifying asset (in other
words, become assets of a capital nature).
Therefore the existing legislation and the
2010 budget proposal make it clear that
certain interest expenditure will not be
claimable as a deduction for normal tax
purposes. If such interest expenditure is
asa I august 2010

claimed as deduction on the basis that
the taxpayer concerned holds shares for
trading purposes, such deduction must be
recouped in terms of section 9C (albeit on
disposal), if such shares become qualifying
assets (i.e are held for at least three years –
therefore deemed capital).
Practical challenges
The non-deductibility of interest expenditure
introduces at least two practical challenges
to taxpayers (in addition to the need to tailor
their internal systems). These challenges are:
a. how should the disallowed interest
portion be allocated; and
b. whether the disallowed interest portion
can be treated as base cost for capital
gains tax purposes.
Allocation of disallowed interest portion
This challenge mainly applies to financial
institutions that use deposits from their
clients to fund various projects and
investments. The financial institutions pay
depositors interest on their deposits. The
deductibility of this interest expenditure
in the hands of the financial institutions
hinges on how these funds were used. If
these funds were used by the banks to fund
investment in shares, the next question is
whether those shares are held by the bank
on revenue or capital account. If these
shares are held on capital account, the
interest paid by the bank to its clients is not
tax deductible. On the other hand, if the
investment in shares is held by the bank on
revenue account, the interest expenditure
will be deductible.
However, when the investment in shares
is ultimately unwound, the bank should
determine whether such investment in
shares was held for at least three years.
If the answer is yes, then the interest
expenditure deducted should be recouped
in terms of section 9C. With all these
permutations, the question is how the
taxpayer (the bank) allocates the interest
expenditure between what is deductible and
what is not deductible, given that part of the
deposits would have been applied to acquire
bonds (that generate taxable income).
The legislation that was proposed in the
2010 budget review should deal with some
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of these issues. Otherwise taxpayers may
need to talk to the South African Revenue
Services to obtain rulings on how the
interest expenditure should be apportioned.
Can disallowed interest be treated as part of
base cost?
The second challenge is, once the disallowed
interest is determined, to establish where
does this interest expenditure fall between
revenue and capital? In other words, if the
taxpayer does not get a deduction of the
interest expenditure in terms of section 11(a)
read with section 9C, can the taxpayer at least
include the disallowed interest expenditure
in the cost of the shares as part of their base
cost for capital gains tax purposes?
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In Pyott v CIR (1945 AD), Davis AJA did not
accept that an amount could neither be
revenue or capital. This was in the context
of gross income and not in the context of
expenditure. He said that this is a ‘half-way
house’ of which he had no knowledge.
It seems the need for expenditure to be
“incurred in the production of income”
introduced a ‘half-way house’ in the context
of the general deduction formula.

According to the Eighth Schedule to the
Income Tax Act, paragraph 20(g) determines
the additional costs that could form part
of the base cost in respect of, inter alia,
expenditure actually incurred that is directly
related to the cost of ownership of shares
listed on a recognised exchange. The
relevant portions of this paragraph are:
a. the asset acquired must be used wholly
and exclusively for business purposes or
the asset must constitute a listed share;
b. the interest (as contemplated in
section 24J) must be incurred on
money borrowed to finance directly the
expenditure contemplated in items 20(a)
or 20(e); and
c. if the asset constitutes a share listed on
a recognised stock exchange, the interest
expenditure referred to in b) above must
be reduced by two-thirds.
Paragraph 20(a) refers to expenditure
actually incurred in respect of the cost
of acquisition or creation of the asset.
Paragraph 20(e) refers to expenditure
actually incurred in effecting improvement
to or enhancement of the value of the
asset. Based on the provisions of paragraph
20(g), the interest expenditure cannot be
included in the base cost of investment in

shares unless the investment is in respect
of listed shares. Even in the event of
listed shares, two-thirds of such interest
expenditure is not tax deductible.
The private equity funds are mostly affected
by the provisions of paragraph 20(g), as
their investments are mainly in respect of
unlisted shares.
Conclusion
Every taxpayer that incurs interest
expenditure or receives interest income
should seriously consider if all the tax
implications have been taken into account.
There are other provisions in the Income
Tax Act that deal with interest, which have
not been considered in this article, such as
section 24J (which deals with taxation or
deduction of interest), section 8E (which
deems dividends to be interest), section
8F (which limits deduction of interest for
certain instruments).
A simple conclusion is that a taxpayer cannot
afford to ignore the tax implications of
interest, whether it is income or expense. asa
Zwelodumo Mabhoza CA(SA), MCom (Tax),
is a Tax Director at Deloitte and a member
of the SAICA National Tax Committee.

Assets for an equity share
T

he South African Income Tax Act (the
Act) contains various provisions that,
if properly implemented, assist taxpayers
in restructuring their operations without
adverse taxation consequences. One of the
more popular and widely used provisions
is contained in section 42 of the Act.
Section 42 of the Act applies to so called
asset-for-share transactions, which, as the
name suggests, applies where an asset
is disposed of by a person (conveniently
referred to as the transferor) in return for
consideration taking the form of an equity
share or equity shares issued by a South
African tax resident company (conveniently
referred to as the transferee).
In order for the provisions of section 42 of
the Act to apply to a particular transaction,
certain requirements need to be satisfied. In
addition, certain transactions are specifically
excluded from the provisions of section 42
of the Act. The purpose of this article is not
to analyse these requirements but rather
to discuss an issue that often requires

explanation to taxpayers (and in some
instances their advisors) entering into such
a transaction, namely, can a group of assets
(in for example the case of a going-concern
transfer) be disposed of in return for a single
equity share issued at a premium?
The supporters of this proposition would
argue that this is non-problematic and a
rather silly question to ask, because the
wording of section 42 of the Act makes
reference to an equity share or equity
shares, which means that it is possible to
dispose of a group of assets in return for a
single equity share. It is strongly submitted
that this line reasoning, for various reasons,
is flawed from the outset.
On the assumption (and without expressing
any views in this regard other than stating
that if the legislator truly intended for
the provisions of section 42 of the Act to
apply to such a scenario, then would he
not have defined the transaction as one in
terms of which assets are disposed of in
asa I august 2010

exchange for an equity share or shares?)
that it may be possible for section 42 of
the Act to apply to such a transaction, the
question appears to be what the taxation
consequences are when the transferor
disposes of the equity share, acquired as
part of the transaction, in the future. What is
the base cost of the equity share and how
is this base cost to be determined?
In terms of section 42 of the Act, the
following consequences are deemed to
arise for the transferor of a capital assets:
• The transferor is deemed to have
disposed of the asset at a value equal to
the base cost of the asset, i.e. a capital
gain or capital loss does not arise.
• The equity share acquired by the
transferor is deemed to have been
acquired at a value equal to the
expenditure originally incurred in acquiring
the asset transferred.
• The equity share acquired by the
transferor is deemed to have been
acquired on the date that the asset
transferred was originally acquired.
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• Any valuation performed by the transferor
in respect of the asset transferred is
deemed to have been effected in respect
of the equity share acquired.

From the above analysis, the answer to the
question should be rather simple: the base cost
of the equity share is equal to the base cost
of the asset transferred in return for the equity
share (and this would include any valuation
performed in respect of any asset transferred).
However, where a group of assets is
transferred in return for a single equity
share, the problem arises as a result of
the different methodologies that are to
be applied to assets acquired prior to 1
October 2001 that have not been disposed
of prior to that date, i.e. the date that
capital gains tax (CGT) came into operation
(conveniently referred to as pre-valuation
date assets) and assets acquired on or after
1 October 2001 (conveniently referred to as
post-valuation date assets).
In the case of pre-valuation date assets,
the Act provides, subject to certain
limitations, that the taxpayer may elect
to apply the market value method, the
time-apportionment base cost method or
the twenty percent of proceeds method in
determining the base cost of an asset for
CGT purposes where the asset is disposed
of for proceeds that exceed the expenditure
incurred on the asset. In instances where
the pre-valuation date asset is disposed
of for proceeds that do not exceed the
expenditure incurred on the asset, taxpayers
are subjected to certain loss limitation rules.
Thus, it is of importance that the taxpayer
is able to demonstrate whether the assets
are ‘gain assets’ or ‘loss assets’, as different
rules apply. In the case where a group of
assets is disposed of for a single equity
share, the transferor will not be able to
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It is rather interesting to note that these
provisions appear to be concerned with
specific characteristics of individual assets
(as opposed to characteristics of a group of
assets) such as the date of their acquisition,
the expenditure incurred and valuations
that may have been effected in regard to a
particular asset. The approach adopted, it is
submitted, is both logically and technically
correct as the taxation consequences
on the disposal of an asset are to be
determined on an asset-by-asset basis.

Rich bachelors should be heavily taxed.
It is not fair that some men should be
happier than others.

Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) Irish poet and dramatist

demonstrate (in the case of pre-valuation
date assets) whether the equity share should
be treated as a ‘gain asset’ or a ‘loss asset’
subject to the loss limitation provisions.
In addition, the time-apportionment base
cost method requires certain inputs such
as the proceeds derived on disposal of the
asset, the expenditure incurred on the asset
and the time that the asset was held pre
and post 1 October 2001 in order to arrive
at a result. Where a group of assets has
been disposed of for a single equity share
and these assets have been acquired at
different dates then it will not be possible
to determine the time-apportionment base
cost as the requisite per asset inputs will
not be available!
From the above, it is clear that where the
provisions of section 42 of the Act are
applied to a transaction that it is advisable
that at least one equity share be issued for
each asset disposed of so as to avoid future
base cost determination problems.
It is conceded that the issue raised above
may be of little concern in the case where
asa I august 2010

the transferor disposes of post valuation
date assets only, as the base cost of these
assets is not determined with reference
to paragraph 25 of the Eighth Schedule to
the Act but rather with reference to the
expenditure incurred in acquiring the asset
as modified by paragraph 20 of the Eighth
Schedule to the Act.
1. 1Income Tax Act No. 58 of 1962 (as
amended).
2. Whilst it is true that adverse taxation
consequences should not arise when
these provisions are applied to a specific
transaction, it is important to note
that these provisions do not address
donations tax and secondary tax on
companies (“STC”) consequences.
3. Section 42(1) of the Act.
4. Section 42(8A) of the Act.
5. Paragraph 26, Eighth Schedule to the Act.
6. Paragraph 27, Eighth Schedule to
the Act. asa
Michelle Benetello CA(SA) is a Tax Partner
and Head of International Tax at KPMG SA
and is also Chair of the SAICA National Tax
Committee.
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Estate planning can go wrong!
O
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ne is reminded of late how certain tax
planning is thwarted by acts of God. For
example, you may have carefully planned
your emigration from South Africa in order
to take full advantage of Section 10(1)(h) of
the Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 (the Act) as
you have accumulated considerable interest
income from the investment of the proceeds
from the sale of your residence. This section
allows the full exemption of South African
source interest for non-residents provided
they are not physically present in the country
for more than 183 days. If an Icelandic
volcano prevents you leaving timeously
and you exceed the 183 days you will be
taxed on the interest with only the standard
interest exemption applying. Of course you
could fly immediately to another country,
not affected by volcanic ash, but you need to
weigh up the additional costs of doing this
against the South African tax you might save.

downturns, the transfer would not be
advisable as you would, as a natural
person, lose up to R1.5 million of loss
that otherwise could be carried forward
in a company or trust on disposal of the
property. However, ‘hope springs eternal’
(Alexander Pope, An Essay on Man, Epistle
I, 1733) and maybe the property market
will soar again and maybe disposal of the
property can be delayed. These are things
over which you have no control and the best
one can do is to make sensible decisions
based on all the existing facts.
Tax should never be the only consideration
in any tax planning exercise, and the needs
of all parties affected should be taken into
account. Life expectancy tables are certainly
not helpful in determining how long you will
actually live, despite many valuations being
made on this basis.

not an ideal situation. If the children decide
to sell the property after it has vested in
them, further capital gains tax is incurred on
any increases in value and, if none of them
are using it as a primary residence, no R1.5
million is allowed. If all three used it as their
primary residence the R1.5 million would be
permitted, but only R500 000 each, against
their share of the gain.
If the same primary residence is owned in
a personal capacity and you die, there will
be both estate duty and capital gains tax. If
the value of the property is R5 million and
its base cost R2 million, capital gains tax on
death will be R150 000 (R3 million – R1.5
million x 25% x 40%). Estate duty will be
R970 000 (R5 million – R150 000 CGT x
20%). If the R3.5 million abatement is used
the Estate Duty will only be R270 000.
Taking the best case scenario, taxes on

The purpose of a tax cut is to leave more money where it belongs:
in the hands of the working men and working women who
earned it in the first place. Robert Dole
An amnesty in terms of Paragraph 51 of
the Eighth Schedule to the Act enables
natural persons to transfer their residence
out of a trust or company into their own
names in order for them to take advantage
of having R1.5 million of any gain (or loss)
being disregarded on disposal whether it
be by sale, on death or by donation. This
election must take place by no later than 31
December 2011 with certain criteria having
to be in place.
One would hope that there would always be
a gain but, in the unfortunate instance of a
loss, that loss is reduced by the R1.5 million
before it can be set off against other capital
gains or losses.
The big question is of course should you
transfer or not. Obviously if you anticipate
a loss, which can occur in economic

Consider the situation of having your
primary residence housed in a trust that is
discretionary as regards capital and income
and your three children are the contingent
beneficiaries. The trust deed states that
the property will vest in the children either
on your death or on sale of the property by
the trustees. There is no estate duty effect
on your death as there is no property in
your estate. If the gain is R3 million this
will be shared between the beneficiaries
and, assuming their tax rates are all at the
maximum of 40%, the capital gains tax will
be R100 000 each (R1 million x 25% x 40%).
This is a serious consideration for the
children, as they have to find the cash to
pay the tax. It would be far better for the
trustees to have sold the property and
given the beneficiaries the cash from which
they could pay the capital gains tax. In any
event three family members (with their own
extended families) owning one property is
asa I august 2010

death will be R420 000 (R150 000 +
R270 000). Compare this to the R300 000
payable by the three children together when
the property that was housed in a trust is
vested in them.
The situation changes dramatically if no
vesting occurs in the trust scenario, and the
trust has to pay the capital gains tax on the
gain as opposed to attribution of the gain to
beneficiaries.
The capital gains tax will be R600 000
(R3 million x 50% x 40%). This is still
actually better than the worst case scenario,
for natural person ownership, where the
R3.5 million is fully used against other
assets on death. In that case, the total
taxes are R1 120 000 (R150 000 CGT +
R970 000).
If you sell your primary residence, which
is in your own name, before death, capital

gains tax of R150 000 is payable. If you choose to donate your
primary residence to your children then donations tax of R1 000
000 (R5 million x 20%) in addition to capital gains tax is payable.
The capital gains tax will reduce to R90 000 as a proportion of the
donations tax payable is allowed as a deduction. Total income taxes
therefore will be R1 090 000.
If your primary residence is housed in a company, no attribution
of gains to beneficiaries can occur. Although 50% of any gain is
included in the taxable income of the company on disposal of the
property this is only taxed at the company rate of 28%. In our
example, therefore, total income tax payable is R420 000 (R3 million
x 50% x 28%). This is no different from the combined estate duty
and capital gains tax payable on death for a natural person owning
the property as calculated above. The disadvantage of having
company ownership is that currently there is also secondary tax on
companies (STC) payable when the proceeds from the sale of the
property is distributed to the shareholders. Although STC is due
to be replaced by dividends tax, it is not envisaged that this will
significantly alter the outcome of a further tax on distributed profits.
If the amnesty is taken up, there will be no income tax, transfer
duty or STC for the transfer to personal ownership. However, it
must be borne in mind that when ownership in property changes
because of death there is, in any event, no transfer duty payable.
This article does not consider the use of usufructs or fideicomissums which would further complicate the examples and make
the decision to opt for the amnesty a little more onerous.
One is reminded of the tax tale (purported to be true) of the young
man who befriended an elderly French lady of means. She gave
him ownership of her residence retaining a usufruct for herself for
her lifetime. She proceeded to live to well over 100 years (one of
those longest living persons at the time). The young man had long
predeceased her never having been able to own the promised wealth.
The best laid plans of mice and men often go awry (the best laid
plans of mice and men gang aft agley - a poem by Robert Burns).
What may seem like a marvellous opportunity to reduce your tax
burden may merely transfer it to others or just not be suitable in the
circumstances.
The above also serves to illustrate that tax planning should carefully
consider your circumstances. Taxpayers should not elect “amnesty”
provisions such as paragraph 51 without performing appropriate
due diligence. However, remember that amnesties have limited life
spans and seldom come past again, (although this is the second
opportunity given to make such transfers at no tax cost) so time is
of the essence. asa
Jennifer Roeleveld CA(SA), BCompt (Hons) SA, BCom (Hons)
Taxation, LLM, is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Accounting at the University of Cape Town and she is an executive
board member of the South African Fiscal Association and a
member of the SAICA National Tax committee.
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Tax judgements
Deductibility of audit fees
In case number 12401, yet unreported
judgment delivered on 15 March 2010 by the
Gauteng South Tax Court, SARS’ view that
audit fees incurred to derive both taxable
and exempt income has to be apportioned
on the basis of the ratio between taxable
and exempt income, was rejected.
In the particular case, the taxpayer incurred
audit fees in deriving both taxable income
and exempt dividends. Until this decision,
uncertainty existed not only on the issue
whether audit fees was incurred in the
production of income (as it was incurred
after income was derived), but also, if it was
deductible, the basis on which the fees had
to be apportioned between the taxable and
the exempt income.
Without much ado, the Court decided that the
expenditure was incurred in the production of
income and not of a capital nature.

It has always been SARS’ practice to apportion
expenditure on the basis of the ratio between
the exempt and taxable income. The Court
rejected SARS practice and held that various
apportionment methods exist. However,
whatever basis is used for apportionment it
has to be fair and reasonable.
The onus is on the taxpayer to prove what
will be a fair and reasonable apportionment.
Although the taxpayer could prove that
only about 6% of the time spend on the
entire audit was spent on the auditing of
the dividend income, on the basis that an
audit fee is not based on time only, the
Court refused to use the actual time spent
on auditing exempt and taxable income as
a basis for apportionment. Since neither the
taxpayer nor SARS suggested an acceptable
basis for apportionment, it was decided
that a 50/50 percent would be a fair and
reasonable apportionment.

Fraudulent transactions
In Accolla Pillay v Newlands Sports Bar
Liquor Store 2010 (3) SA 116 (KZD) the seller
and purchaser understated the purchase
price of a business in an attempt to pay
lower capital gains tax. However, the
purchaser issued cheques for the actual
price and when the purchaser refused to
honour these cheques, the seller went to
Court to demand payment of the cheques.
The question before the Court was whether
the fact that a transaction entered into
to defraud SARS constituted a criminal
offence under section 104 of the Income Tax
Act, and rendered the transaction invalid.
The court decided that although section
104 does not provide that a transaction
actively conspired to perpetrate fraud
upon the SARS is invalid it would not lead
to inequitable results to decide that the
agreement is indeed invalid.

The world’s leading Audit Working Paper solution, CaseWare
is used in more than 130 countries globally and by more
than 13 000 users in Southern Africa.
The reasons are simple:
· CaseWare has a proven track record of significantly increasing engagement efficiency and
preparation of financial statements of up to a 1000%.
· Our expert content partners both locally and globally, consistently provide you with the
most up-to-date disclosure for IFRS, IFRS for SME and GRAP as well as International Standards
on Auditing.
· CaseWare enables you to electronically manage the entire audit process from planning to review
stage. CaseWare’s built-in validation immediately brings any discrepancies to your attention.
Contact us on (011) 507 0000 or visit www.cqs.co.za and see the difference it can make in
your practice.

CQS Technology Holdings
www.cqs.co.za
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Tax judgements cont.
mora interest in respect of the STC paid.
The claim for repayment of the amounts
plus interest was made on 7 February
2002. SARS notified the liquidators on 17
May 2002 that the amounts (less R250 000
which was retained as “a reserve in the
event of tax claims against the estate”)
would be refunded but refused to pay the
interest claimed by the liquidators. The
amounts were refunded on 17 May 2002.
The audited annual financial statements
for 1999 were only completed during April
2005 and the tax return for that year was
submitted during May 2005.

The concept of mora is crucial to
understanding the reason why the court ruled
that SARS is only liable for mora interest
from 17 May 2002 and not 7 February 2002.
The word mora means “delay without lawful
excuse, of performance of a contractual duty.
In other words, mora is wrongful failure to
perform timeously” (Broderick Properties Ltd
v Rood [1962 4 SA 447 (T) 450]).
Delay in the timeous performance of a
contractual obligation by a debtor that is due
and enforceable may amount to a breach

The point to remember is that what the
government gives it must first take away.
John S. Coleman
Judgement was delivered by Sithole AJ. The
judgement is summarised as follows:

20
The result was that, as the sale agreement
was invalid, the seller could not claim
payment despite the fact that it was
in possession of cheques covering the
outstanding balance.
KNA Insurance and Investment Brokers (Pty)
Ltd (In liquidation) v South African Revenue
Services and Another [71 SATC 155]
This case deals with claims for interest
on provisional tax overpaid in terms of
section 89quat(4) of the Income Tax Act,
No 58 of 1962 (the Act) as well as mora
interest in respect of secondary tax on
companies (STC) overpaid. The facts are
summarised as follows:
KNA Insurance and Investment Brokers
(Pty) Ltd (KNA) had sustained a loss during
its 1999 tax year as a result of fraud by a
director, however, informed KNA’s auditor
that it had made a substantial profit and
that it had passed a dividend of
R10 000 000. The auditor proceeded
to make payments of provisional tax
of R6 300 000 in respect of paragraph
23A of the Fourth Schedule to the Act
(the voluntary additional provisional tax
payment provision) and STC of R1 250
000 in respect of the fictitious dividend.
KNA was placed in liquidation and the
liquidators claimed refunds from SARS
of the provisional tax, including section
89quat(4) interest in respect of the
provisional tax and STC overpaid as well as

• The payment of R6 300 000 in these
circumstances is not a payment of
provisional tax as defined in the Fourth
Schedule to the Act. As SARS made the
refund on the basis that the amount did
not constitute taxes properly due and
chargeable at the time, there is therefore
no entitlement to interest on any refund
due from SARS in terms of section
89quat(4) of the Act. However, as the
payment was made without cause, SARS
was unduly enriched and the common
law principles of enrichment ought to find
application. It follows that the amount has
to be claimed from SARS and that SARS
has to be placed in mora if it defaults to
repay the amount once claimed.
• Mora interest was due and payable by
SARS on the STC overpaid.
• SARS had no legal cause to withhold
payment of the R250 000 it retained
as a “reserve in the event of tax claims
against the estate” and was ordered to
repay that amount.
• Mora interest was only payable from 17 May
2002 and not 7 February 2002 as argued by
KNA. No mora interest was therefore due in
respect of the amounts of R6 300 000 and
R1 000 000 repaid. However, mora interest
was due and payable from 17 May 2002 to
the date the balance retained of R250 000
was refunded.
asa I august 2010

of contract and is known as mora debitoris.
However, certain requirements must be met
before the debtor – in this instance SARS –
is in mora. These requirements are:
• The debt must be due and enforceable,
i.e. the creditor – in this instance
KNA – must have a valid right to claim
performance against which the debtor
has no valid defence. In this instance,
KNA had valid reasons for claiming refund
of the taxes paid that were not due and
payable, and SARS was obliged to refund
the taxes claimed.
• The debtor did not perform timeously.
The mere fact that the claim had been
accepted by the debtor but the debtor
failed to perform does not place the
debtor in mora. Timeous performance
presupposes certainty regarding the time
for performance. A debtor can only fall into
mora when a definite time for performance
has been set, either in terms of a contract
or by the creditor subsequently making
a demand that the debtor performs by a
specified date, which must be reasonable
in the circumstance. KNA submitted its
claim for the taxes paid on 7 February
2002. At that time, neither the tax return
nor the audited financial statements had
been completed and submitted to SARS
(as noted above, the tax return was only
submitted in May 2005).
At the time of receiving the claim for the
taxes paid, SARS was not in a position
to know that the taxes were not due and
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payable. Under these circumstances,
demanding and expecting performance
by SARS at 7 February 2002 would have
been unreasonable. SARS, however, clearly
instituted its own investigation and agreed
to refund the taxes by way of a letter dated
17 May 2002 and, in fact, also repaid the
amount on that day.
• The delay must have been due to the
fault of the debtor. If the debtor could not
reasonably have been expected to know
that he had to perform or how much to
perform, there is no mora. At the time of
the claim for taxes paid (7 February 2002)
SARS clearly could not have known that
it had received tax payments which were
not due. It could therefore not be accused
of delaying any repayment and could
therefore not be in mora at that time.
However, as SARS agreed on 17 May
2002 that it had to repay the amounts
claimed, it was in mora to the extent that
it failed to repay any of the amounts due
at that time. Therefore the court held that
mora interest was due on the R250 000
retained by SARS as a “reserve in the
event of tax claims against the estate”.

22

Ironically, if the liquidators had simply
submitted the tax return for the 1999 tax
year in 2002 instead of sending a letter
requesting a refund, the SARS accounts
system would automatically have calculated
interest on the overpaid portion of provisional
tax under section 89quat(4) interest, and
the provisional tax overpaid plus section
89quat(4) interest would have been refunded
to the company. Liquidators should therefore
carefully consider their approach when
reclaiming overpaid taxes from SARS.

Grundlingh v C:SARS [(2009) ZAFSHC 88]
The facts of this case are:
Grundlingh, an attorney, was a resident of
South Africa. He was admitted to practice
as an attorney in both South Africa and
Lesotho. He was a partner in the firm
known as Webbers in Bloemfontein, and
was also a partner in the separate Lesothobased partnership, known as Webber
Newdigate, which had a fixed place of
business in Lesotho. Grundlingh’s share
in the profits of Webber Newdigate was
taxed by the Lesotho fiscal authorities.
SARS included those self-same profits
in Grundlingh’s taxable income for the
tax years in question, and credited him
in terms of section 6quat in respect of
tax he had paid to the Lesotho revenue
authorities on those profits.
Grundlingh objected to the assessment
and contended that, in terms of Article
7(1) (which deals with business profits)
the Double Tax Agreement between South
Africa and Lesotho (“DTA”), his share in
the profits of Webber Newdigate was
taxable only in Lesotho, and not in South
Africa. The court rejected Grundlingh’s
argument, holding that of the DTA was
inapplicable because the partnership,
Webber Newdigate, was not an
“enterprise” that was taxable in Lesotho.
The court reached this conclusion on the
basis that, in Lesotho, as in South Africa, a
partnership is not a separate taxable entity
and each partner is liable to tax in his/her/
its own capacity.
The principles that apply to this case are:
• Generally, partnerships may rely on
the provisions of any double tax treaty
(treaty) if the partnership is recognised
as a seperate entity in the country
concerned and, as such, subject to tax
in that country. In these circumstances,
the partnership is usually recognised as a
“person” for treaty purposes.

• Where the partnership qualifies as a
“person” for treaty purposes, and it is
a “resident” of a contracting State, any
enterprise carried on by it will be an
“enterprise of a contracting State”.
• Partnerships operating in countries where
the partners rather than the partnership
are liable to tax are often not recognised
as a “person” for treaty purposes. A
partnership therefore cannot be said to
carry on any enterprise unless a treaty
specifically include partnerships as a
“person”. If that is the case, one must
look to see whether or not the partner’s
share in the partnership profits qualifies as
“business profits” for treaty purposes.
There is an international case law that
supports the contention that, where
a treaty recognises a partnership as a
“person” in situations where the domestic
law do not recognise partnerships as
taxable entities, a partner’s share in a
partnership’s enterprise is deemed to
be an “enterprise” for purposes of the
“business profits” provisions found in
these treaties. This share in business
profits extends to any permanent
establishment of a partnership in another
country, irrespective of whether or not
the partner participated in setting up and
operating that permanent establishment.
The DTA concerned in this case does not
recognise a partnership as a “person”.
Grundlingh could therefore not rely on
the provisions of the DTA. As the profits
were generated in Lesotho, they were
subject to tax in Lesotho. Equally, as South
Africa levies tax on a residency basis (it
is accepted that Grundlingh was a South
African resident at the time), the profits
were also subject to tax in South Africa. The
position would have been different had the
DTA recognised partnerships as persons. In
those circumstances Grundlingh’s share in
the “business profits” of Webber Newdigate,
the partnership in Lesotho, would have been
“business profits” generated through an
enterprise carried on in Lesotho within the
meaning of article 7 of the DTA. His share
in those “business profits” would then only
have been taxable in Lesotho. asa
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Professor Lynette Olivier, BA (Law), LLB,
LLM, LLD, HD (Taxation) is an Advocate
of the High Court of South Africa and
Professor of Taxation in the department
of Accountancy at the University of
Johannesburg, she is also a member of
SAICA’s Integritax Editorial Panel, and
Martie Foster CA(SA) is an Associate Tax
Director at Webber Wentzel and a member
of the SAICA National Tax Committee.
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The Premier Conference
Corporate governance after the crisis:
The Companies Act and King 3

“Everybody understood that if the
proof is correct, then no other
recognition is needed.” - Grigory Perelman
Grigory Perelman proved he is the world’s cleverest
man by solving a century old Mathematics problem
– the Poincarè Conjecture. This problem was so
complicated in fact, that other experts took several
years to prove Perelman’s solution correct.
His achievement was to be
awarded the Fields Medal –
the most prestigious prize in
Mathematics! But after ten
hours of persuasion from the
Board, Perelman still refused
to accept it.

Calm after the storm?
Southern Sun Grayston

Perelman declined this award because
he did not seek fame.
We understand this kind of modesty.

7- 8 September 2010

We understand that it is not about the awards...
it’s doing what you do best. For us at Prudential,
that is identifying value opportunities and delivering
long-term returns for our investors.

A panel of renowned speakers will address current issues
such as the new Companies Act, King 3 and the lessons
learned from the financial crisis.

Members & students

R5 500

Non-members

R6 500

Book now to avoid disappointment
Tel: 011 706 4339. Email: premierconference@successfulevents.co.za

Website: www.icsa.co.za

All things considered.
UTR/2188/PRU/B1/E

Prices (incl. VAT)

Maxx Corporate Communications

Delegates

For more information, please ask your financial
advisor, or visit www.prudential.co.za

Prudential Portfolio Managers (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial service provider.

What
glass
ceiling?
PwC Chief Executive Officer Suresh Kana with a group of colleagues
at the Top Women in Business and Government Awards.
The days when women were passed over for senior
management positions are rapidly becoming a thing of
the past. Rare is the company that chooses to ignore
the contribution they have to make at every level and
in almost every sphere. Women make up
approximately 50% of the global workforce and their
impact and influence is growing exponentially.
PricewaterhouseCoopers believes wholeheartedly in
developing and retaining female talent. As part of this
commitment the firm has a local and global Gender
Advisory Council comprising a board of seven partners
who advise the Executive Committee on ways to
improve the representation of women at leadership
levels within the firm. Created in 2006, the Council is
an action and results-orientated group which was
instrumental in helping PwC to win the Top Gender
Empowered Company Award in the Financial Services
category at the Top Women in Business and
Government Awards in 2009.
Women represent half of the PwC workforce at
recruitment level and 15 percent of the partnership
which demonstrates the firm's commitment to the
cause. “An improved focus on empowerment,
retention and recognition of female talent will enable
them to unleash their potential and will definitely
differentiate us from the rest”, says Glory Khumalo, the
first female member of the PricewaterhouseCoopers
Executive Committee and sponsoring partner of the
PricewaterhouseCoopers Gender Advisory Council.

Small businesses form the backbone of every
economy and since women own a growing number of
these businesses, it makes sense to assist the
development of their entrepreneurial skills. With the
Faranani Rural Women Training initiative,
PricewaterhouseCoopers – through its establishment
of the Business Skills for South Africa Foundation –
was able to extend its gender empowerment policy to
women in rural communities.
The countrywide initiative teaches women who want to
start and manage their own businesses, the essential
skills they need. It has been running for several years
and more than 200 women from Polokwane, Gauteng,
KZN and Mpumalanga have successfully completed
the course. The on-going programme is managed by
PwC director Shirley Machaba and has the full support
of the South African government.
“PwC is giving these women the skills they need to
generate their own income and become meaningful
contributors to their communities and to the country.
We want them to become millionaires”, comments
Glory Khumalo.
www.pwc.com/za

© 2010 PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. All rights reserved. PricewaterhouseCoopers refers to the network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International
Limited, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity. PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc is an authorised financial services provider.
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Leading in all industries
A

t a World Economic Forum Africa
meeting in Cape Town this past year,
one of the sessions was cleverly entitled
“Lehman Sisters – would the financial crisis
have begun if women were in charge?”. The
play of words on Lehman Brothers – the
US investment bank, whose collapse in
September 2008 signalled the beginning of
the global economic and financial meltdown started a heated debate about the topic, one
that has been echoed by global business and
political leaders in recent months.
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Muhammad Yunus, the Bangladeshi
microfinance pioneer, whose Grameen
Bank lends to women rather than men, said
the current crisis would almost certainly
not have happened if women had shaped
financial practices. “Women are more
cautious”, he said. “They wouldn’t have
taken the enormous types of risks that
brought the system down.”
And Neelie Kroes, the European
competition commissioner, said she was
“absolutely convinced” that testosterone
was one of the reasons the financial system
had been brought to its knees. “In general
terms, females are a bit less ego-driven and
a bit more responsible than men”, she said.
The global financial crisis has opened an
unlikely debate on gender in the corporate
environment, and the question is clearly one
of the appropriateness of risk management
strategies applied within financial and
other institutions, and the degree to which
individuals adhere to them.
Lloyds TSB, a bank with many women in
senior positions, is one of the only global
banks that emerged relatively unscathed
from the crisis. Twenty one percent of
senior management positions are occupied
by women, while it employs 63% women.
Lloyds TSB’s risk management framework
is geared towards creating a risk aware
culture. The company has an enterprisewide framework for the identification,
assessment and management of risk,
and takes business decisions that strike

a balance between risk and reward in a
manner that is consistent with the group’s
risk appetite. One could link the significant
proportion of females in management to
this cautious approach.
Despite the evidence of their excellent
leadership ability, there are not many
senior female bankers. In fact, the financial
services industry is still a long way from
achieving female empowerment. Only
about three percent of fund managers in
the UK are women. Similarly, less than 12%
of managers of the 200 largest American
mutual funds are female. In South Africa,
finding statistics on the number of female
fund managers it seems is as rare as the
woman herself.
More generally in South Africa there are still
few women in senior leadership positions.
According to data released by the BWA
South African Women in Leadership Census
2009, JSE listed companies have only 3.6
percent female CEOs and MDs. Of the
largest 25 JSE listed companies by market
capitalisation, only five have 25% or more

the vast minority in more passive, nonexecutive roles. Furthermore, the proportion
of women directorships at JSE-listed firms
is only 13%, with the overall numbers
distorted by the fact that state-owned
enterprises have a high 40% ratio. The
state, not surprisingly, fares significantly
better than the private sector.
In a recent speech, Nku Nyembezi-Heita,
CEO of steel group ArcelorMittal SA and the
only black female CEO among the Top 40
JSE listed companies, lamented that women
representivity in executive management still
made for dismal reading. But she believed
that the trend was changing both in SA and
globally. “Women’s economic empowerment
is the biggest social change of our times,”
Nyembezi-Heita said, even if it will take time
to make its effect felt.
Perhaps more can be gleaned by looking
at recent appointments in corporate South
Africa. Certainly over the past three years
some key female appointments have been
made. Nyembezi-Heita’s appointment in
2008 had followed soon after that of Cynthia

the Census shows a positive increase in
representation of women in leadership positions
since its inception in 2004.
executive management positions held by
women. However, the Census shows a
positive increase in representation of women
in leadership positions since its inception in
2004. The number of women in directorship
positions at JSE companies, large unlisted
and state-owned groups increased from
7.1% in 2004 to 14.6% in 2009.
But to conclude from these trends that
the role of women in corporate SA is
rising beyond the quantitative analysis is
premature. A closer look at these numbers
shows that of the 574 women directorships
only 189 were executive directors with
asa I august 2010

Carrol to head Anglo American, South Africa’s
most iconic company. This was followed
this past year by Maria Ramos’ move from
Transnet to head Absa, South Africa’s largest
bank. Gill Marcus’ appointment as Reserve
Bank Governor this year can also be seen
in a similar light, though it is a public sector
appointment. Do these women believe they
can govern differently?
Early on, Ramos gave some indication that
her reign would be a more gentle one.
Apart from promising to make the bank
“a more streamlined group” for customer
delivery, she also made reference to a more

“customer- and people-centric organisation
... such as being more supportive of
loyal customers and bringing a more
compassionate approach to defaulting
clients”. While this hints at a more soft
approach on the client side, it is too early
to suggest that this also implies that she
is going to rein in the riskier aspects of the
group’s investment banking operations.
Instead, Ramos – in more traditional banker
speak - warned that South African companies
slow to learn from the global economic
recession risked being left behind when
normality returns. In an interview with
Business Day, she said the crisis had shown
the need for companies to engage in extensive
and continuing scenario planning, monitoring
and stress testing. A greater aversion of risk is
certainly a common trait among women in the
financial services industry.
Gill Marcus’ appointment at the Reserve
Bank has been widely welcomed as she
has, as expected, largely maintained the
course adopted by her predecessor Tito
Mboweni. Indeed, as far back as November
this past year, Marcus warned of the effects
of the excessive risk-taking on “rotten” US
subprime assets on the international banking
system and its subsequent impact on South
Africa’s economy.
In her previous term as deputy governor of
the Bank, Marcus had been instrumental
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in drafting the foreign exchange and
prudential regulations that are now being
credited with leaving SA banks in a much
healthier position than most of their
overseas counterparts. And while Marcus
has continued this cautious regulatory and
monetary approach since she took over
at the Bank earlier this year, it is a stretch
to argue that this stance is because she
is a women – SA’s monetary policy has
always been more on the conservative
side. Where she has made a difference is
in her management approach at the bank.
Officials at the bank say Marcus encourages
dialogue, discussion and asks her colleagues
to speak in public, in marked contrast to her
predecessor.

She added: “For a while, at least, perceptions
by both women and men that the female role
in management continues to be curtailed
by issues such as motherhood, will set
boundaries that stop women from excelling”.

In her speech, Nyembezi-Heita said she
believed “women tend to manage in a
more participatory manner compared to
the generally more hierarchical approach
adopted by men”. But she added that most
organisations are weaned on the autocratic
approach, which is not one “the majority of
women find comfortable to exercise as their
own”. As a result, for women to fit in, they
often have to adopt an autocratic approach
and many pioneering women leaders still
pride themselves on their toughness.

Citing a McKinsey study, Nyembezi-Heita
said there was explicit recognition that
women are “wired differently and in
non-trivial ways. They are less aggressive
and more consensus seeking; less
competitive and more collaborative; as well
as less power obsessed and more group
orientated. For these reasons women
excel at transformational leadership ... a
leadership style that is becoming more
and more important for success in today’s
corporation,” she concluded. asa

Nyembezi-Heita described this as
representative of “an old brand of feminism
whose central thesis is that women are no
different from men; they just get paid less”.

Sven Lunsche, BJourn, is the former Editor of
the Sunday Times Business Times and Deputy
Editor of the Financial Mail. He is currently
Manager, Corporate Affairs at Gold Fields.
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But these perceptions are beginning to
change, as the business world is looking for
new ways of managing companies to avoid a
repeat of the financial crisis. The WEF forum
this past year concluded that current difficult
times called for a more cautious approach to
expansion and balance sheet management.
Women business leaders were likely to
adapt to this approach more easily with their
prudent risk taking strategies and more open
communication style.
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environments that are rich with opportunity
and more importantly, that encourage
certain vocational elements that are
critical to individual - and consequently organisational success.
As a result I believe leaders should instill five
key elements into their leadership structure:
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“The final test of a leader is that he leaves behind
in others the conviction and will to carry on.” Walter Lippman

F

or me leadership is a very sensitive
and diverse topic, one that needs
to be understood and exercised with
responsibility. Leadership is not the
opportunity to control others, but rather
to guide and mentor them to become the
best they can be and hopefully to develop
into leaders themselves. This certainly
does not mean that we should hand-hold
these individuals, at the best of times great
leadership involves allowing people to make
their own mistakes, in order for them to
learn, as they too have a critical role to play
in their own growth and leadership roles –
and they need to understand this.
As such, leadership in my mind involves
two core components - the role a leader
should play within the broader business

landscape and the role a leader plays within
the staff arena. This includes; becoming
the business’s visionary, mentoring and
encouraging growth, respecting the diversity
of values and morals, leading with integrity
and ensuring that at all times one adds
value – no matter where in the hierarchical
structure they might find themselves.
To this end, the phrase “leaders are born,
not made” is a saying I view with some
contention. I believe that people have the
opportunity to create their own career
successes, however it is important to
highlight that this is also underpinned by
the people they surround themselves with
throughout their career development. It
is therefore essential that as a starting
point leaders should create business
asa I august 2010

1. Tell staff what is necessary to be done
and limit telling them how to do it:
It is my view that leadership should
be situational and be pliable enough to
change depending on need. This involves
identifying the key strengths of people
and their capabilities. The thrill of the job
at the best of times is achieved when
people accomplish a goal, especially
one that they have found challenging.
Therefore I believe leaders should provide
enough space for these “thrills” to be
experienced. Therefore pure dictation
could offer no real value to either the
individual or the organisation in certain
situations. Leadership in this regard
means the ability of the leader to advise
what needs to be done, but at the same
time allowing the individual to do it their
way, with the relevant guidance. This is
a pillar for growth and learning if done
correctly. Staff should understand that
this is an opportunity for development
and should know when to ask the right
questions and how to create solutions
before posing problems.
2. Promote self leadership:
A good leader is one who promotes
self-leadership, one who gives their
subordinates the wings to fly and allows
them to do so. This includes guiding
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Leading with integrity…

and creating a platform for real growth

them correctly so that they understand
what it takes to lead and learn how to
lead themselves in their everyday tasks.
This is a key foundation for their growth
as leaders and empowers staff to work
smarter and with confidence – resulting in
higher productivity and a staff complement
that is self-assured of their capabilities.
3. Teach them to add value:
As a young accountant I learnt that no
matter what level you are at in life, it
is critical that at every opportunity you
show your value. We should teach our
subordinates to do just that. Take each
prospect that they are given to improve
their capabilities and learn something
new from the experience. In the
accounting profession this is a critical
asset to any individual, where the ability
to obtain a leadership position is highly
competitive. It is proven that people
within an organisation that add value will
be rewarded fairly. Someone once said to
me as an articled clerk “you must learn
to earn your keep”, this statement still
holds true for me even today, businesses
reward value creation in its people and
will more likely reward handsomely for
this. Once an individual has learnt to add
value the rest will follow.
4. Offer access to the industry at a high level:
One of the biggest challenges in leadership
is knowing when to expose new entrants
to higher levels of activity in a sector. I
tend to believe in more exposure than less,
with the hope that these situations will
ultimately drive people to develop a passion
for the industry that they operate in and
realise the potential that they too can be at
the top one day.

5. Encourage them to become
ambassadors for the business and
their vocation:
Another key challenge that I have
experienced in my business life in terms
of accountants is the fact that it is
difficult to find and retain young talent.
I believe that companies should recruit
people that will complement the culture
of the organisation. In light of this,
leaders should look to encourage them
to become involved at every possible
interval and should mentor them in such
a way that they become passionate not
only about their chosen profession, but
also importantly, about the organisation in
which they work. Talented individuals will,
through strong leadership and the ability
to learn in an authentic environment,
develop a passion and willingness to
excel. It is at this point that leaders
should recognise this talent and find ways
of retaining it.
While leadership is defined by the way in
which staff are managed and mentored,
it is not confined to the staff aspect and it
should be noted that leadership is certainly
very much about leading the business
itself through instilling a strong culture
that is defined by a solid set of morals and
values. Individuals need to understand
that they work for a certain business and
that this essentially means that they need
to adopt the business’s culture, which is
highly dependent on the leaders’ attitude
and actions towards this. To this end,
an organisation can be described as a
community, with its leaders often seen as
role models. It is for this reason that there
are greater expectations around leaders
asa I august 2010

to play quite a different role from those
traditionally thought to be befitting them.
In light of this, the role leaders play includes;
the ability to accept the plurality of values
and diversity of approaches that need to be
taken into account in issues arising within
the organisation and approach these fairly.
Another important role, one that is critical to
the business as a whole, is to carry out good
governance principles that are underpinned
by sound personal values and to create a
system of ethics that are intrinsic by nature
and not imposed – setting a precedent for
staff to follow suit. Finally, it’s important to
realise the importance of integrity and to
act accordingly – companies need to realise
that integrity is not only found at the top and
leaders should accept the power associated
with this integrity that can be found in
others irrespective of their rank.
While all the other leadership aspects
pertaining to staff, personal values and
culture are critically important to the
leadership role, it is even more important
that leaders never lose sight of the fact
that they are the ultimate visionary for the
business. This in turn means that leaders
need to remain focused, and have a 360o
view of the organisation from the top at all
times – ensuring that all aspects are working
together effectively and that each business
mechanism is functioning at full capacity.
However, for me as a leader, it is crucial
that staff are left at all times with the will to
continue to succeed within themselves. asa
Angela Mhlanga CA(SA) is Managing
Director: Compass Insurance.
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Travelling auditor

returns home
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of capital gains tax,” says Kock, “and PKF
approached me to help out”. She has been
with the firm ever since – apart from a fivemonth break to work as a financial manager
in the insurance industry. When she was
offered a directorship at PKF – which she
took up in 2008 – she had no doubts about
where she would rather be. “This is a young,
dynamic company with many entrepreneurial
clients. In auditing I’m surrounded by smart
people, who challenge me all the time, and
the work is wonderfully varied.”
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oné Kock had always planned to follow in
her general practitioner father’s footsteps.
So, while still at school, it was arranged that
she should attend the delivery of a baby by
Caesarean section. However, she was soon
overpowered by the strong, sweet smell of
blood and fell into a dead faint.
“As a result of that incident I decided that
medicine was not, after all, for me,” says
Kock, “and I had to think of another career.”
She knew a bit about the accounting world
because her uncle worked in that field, and
since she did well at school in accounting
and maths, Kock enrolled for a B.Comm
(Accountancy) degree at the University
of Pretoria in 1992 after matriculating
the previous year from Afrikaanse Hoër
Meisieskool.

what was then Fisher Hoffman Sithole
[which became Fisher Hoffman PKF,
now PKF (Jhb) Inc] to serve articles for
the chartered accountancy qualification.
This went smoothly, and she passed her
qualifying exams without difficulty.
“Although the profession was very male
dominated in those days – today, it is far
more evenly split – I have never experienced
problems as a woman,” says Kock. “If you
show people that you know what you’re
talking about and have confidence, I find
you’re shown respect. Perhaps it helps
that I’m a forthright person, but certainly
these days most people in commerce and
industry accept that women can do the job
just as well as men.”

Today, as a director at PKF (Jhb) Inc
chartered accountants and business
advisers, a leading mid-tier firm, she knows
she made the right choice. “As a career,
accounting is more secure and more flexible
than most others,” says Kock, “and as a
profession it is now very accommodating
towards women, allowing them to continue
working even when they have families. But,
most importantly, I love what I’m doing”.

But Kock had itchy feet – she wanted to see
the world. In 2000, she went to the United
Kingdom for what she calls a working holiday,
and joined Ernst & Young in London to do
auditing work. “I really value the experience
I gained there,” she says, “and it was
interesting to see how things worked over
there, especially for women”. Flexitime was
widespread, though South Africa has been
catching up in that respect, so that women
with families can work hours that suit them.

After completing her bachelor’s degree,
Kock went straight on to do honours in
accounting, and after that, in 1997, joined

“When I returned to South Africa in 2003,
there was great demand for asset valuations
to be carried out prior to the introduction
asa I august 2010

Kock is a member of PKF’s audit practice
committee and, apart from her work as
an audit director who signs off company
financial statements, she is also in charge
of the Johannesburg office’s company
secretarial department, which assists
clients with governance issues. She’s
typically at work from 9am until she leaves
the office around 7pm – that way she
misses the traffic – but that would change
if she were to marry and have children. “I
don’t plan ever to stop working,” she says,
“but if I had a family I would certainly take
advantage of flexitime and perhaps do some
consulting work so as to work more from
home.”
Despite long hours, Kock finds time to read
novels in her spare time – thrillers and crime
fiction are her favourites – and she has an
interest in photography. Occasional Yoga
classes ensure that she remains physically
in shape, and the odd movie, action or
comedy, also helps her to unwind. “I try
not to take work home with me, though
obviously that sometimes happens if there’s
a deadline,” she admits.
Clearly, Soné Kock has already reached great
heights in her chosen profession. And few
would deny that her career as an accountant
has about it the sweet smell of success. asa
Sone Kock CA(SA) is the Director:
PKF (Jhb) Inc Chartered Accountants and
Business Advisers.
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Setting an example
I
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So who are the orphans I have a passion for? Not only the traditional
orphans that immediately spring to mind. The orphans who really
appeal to my heart are what I call, the ‘Corporate Orphans’. These
kids have parents; they have money, DSTV, private tuition, brand
clothes, large homes, endless toys and entertainment. What they
do not have is parental presence. When I look at my two wonderful
young daughters, they also could easily be classified as such. I
realise, with the career that I chose (and that I love), it is easy to
become absent. Work can consume your life, your mind, your time
and all your energy.
It is a man’s world, people often say, and in many ways I agree.
The rules of the professional world have been written by our male
counterparts over many centuries. I am by no means a ‘women’slibber’; I think men are great and the contribution that they have
made and still are making is enormous and absolutely necessary. I
could not possibly have made it this far without the unconditional
love of a very strong husband! However, I realised that, as a
professional woman I have a contribution to make too, but I cannot
always do this within the existing, accepted norms and rules created
over centuries by a male system. We have attached very traditional
roles to family structures in the past, leading to a lot of unfulfilled
men and women. I believe we all have a role to play, irrespective of
gender. And we must play it with authenticity and conviction.
We cannot deny that children need parents. We cannot deny that
families need income. But I have realised that physical presence
alone does not always equal emotional presence. Kids can tell the
difference. Because of my early childhood fears I needed to create
an environment where my kids knew that, even though I cannot
always be physically present, this needed equal emotional absence.
However, physical presence is still extremely important. Someone
once said that “quality time is overrated – quantity matters too.
Would you be happy with a quality piece of steak in a top restaurant
but it is only the size of a R5 coin?”
So, for me, the challenge was to balance quality, quantity, sanity,
job satisfaction and time to laugh with my kids while rolling on the
carpet. Six years ago, after spending four years with the IRBA as a
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have a thing for orphans. I nearly was one myself. My life started
out as an unplanned teenage pregnancy of a 15 year old mother.
Yes, a pretty uncomfortable admission to make, but true. Luckily, I
was thrown a life-line when loving, middle-class parents adopted
me. They taught me always to value the truth, the power of
relationships, together with the very crucial value of unconditional
support and love.

practice reviewer, I started a business, Protect-A-Partner, with the
aim of assisting auditors to stay safe in the ever changing world of
international standards. Quickly our business has expanded into an
organisation that engages more than twenty Chartered Accountants
who give top technical service to our clients. My philosophy is
simple – “The client needs a quality product on time. You do what it
takes when it takes, to fulfill this promise.” Input does not interest
me; only output. When and where you work is the least of my
concerns. If you are the type that is best at 2am, then you go for it.
No one is ever required to do ‘bum on seat time’ in an office. Office
politics should not bother us! All I ever wanted to do is to give
professionals the environment to do what they do best – produce
excellent quality work that helps keep our valued clients safe. But,
furthermore, to create an environment that leads to well-balanced,
happy people, because, the strange thing that I have noticed is that
they appear to be better workers…
We have a long list of satisfied clients. Have we made mistakes?
Absolutely! Have we had people that took advantage of our
kindness? You bet! Do we work very hard? Yes, most of the time.
Are we, because of these challenges, going to stop recognising that
people are human beings with human needs? Not as long as I am
the CEO. Do I always know that I am doing the right thing for my
children? Only time will tell…
Ps. I met my biological father past year, after he had searched for
me for 37 years – interestingly, he does business just like me… asa
Marthie Claassens CA(SA), Registered Auditor, Certified Trainer,
H.Dip Company Law, is the CEO: Protect-A-Partner.
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ARE YOU
PROTECTING
YOUR CLIENTS?

DON’T let information
fall into the wrong hands.
Ensure you comply with proposed legislation by safeguarding your
customer information. Shredding is the easiest and one of the most
effective ways to destroy documents. Don't put your reputation at risk.
Shred the following documents before disposal:
• Loan applications
• Customer details
• Credit card statements
• Employee records
• Financial statements
• Interest details
• Mortgage applications
• Credit rating information
Destroy anything you wouldn't want in the hands of a stranger with Fellowes shredders used by more businesses worldwide than any other. Available from all leading
Stationery and Office Products Suppliers.

www.fellowes.com

be safe,
!
shred it

SAICA & the IASC Foundation*
International IFRS® Conference
*To become the IFRS Foundation

4 & 5 October 2010,
Cape Town International Convention Centre

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS:
• Get an update on the IASB’s response to the financial crisis
• Discover latest developments in global financial reporting and discover the latest implications for Southern Africa
and the rest of the world
• Get your burning questions answered by participating in the numerous break-out sessions, panel discussions and
special interest workshops
• Gain insight into major convergence projects being undertaken by the IASB, the US Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) and the Accounting Standards Board of Japan (ASBJ)
Hear from this expert panel of global authorities and local specialists:

Hon. Trevor Manuel
Minister in the
Presidency of
South Africa:
National Planning
Commission

Warren McGregor
Member, IASB
Bob Garnett
Former Member, IASB
Stephen Cooper
Member, IASB
Darrel Scott
Member, IASB and former
CFO, FirstRand Bank
Jeff van Rooyen
Trustee, IASC Foundation
Japheth Katto
CEO, Capital Markets
Authority (Uganda) and
Member, IFAC Board
Simon Ridley
CFO, Standard Bank

Zunaid Bulbulia
CFO, MTN SA
S Venkatakrishnan (Venkat)
CFO: Executive Director
AngloGold Ashanti
Jeff Hubbard
Executive: Group Financial Reporting
Liberty Holdings and Chairman of SAICA’s
Long-Term Insurance Project Group
Matsobane Matlwa
CEO, SAICA
Russell Loubser
CEO, JSE
Freda Evans
CFO, Johannesburg Stock Exchange &
XBRL (SA) Board Member

CONFERENCE SPECIAL FEATURES:

Sir David Tweedie
Chairman
IASB

To view the detailed
programme and for a full
line-up of speakers, please
visit www.saica.co.za

Special interest sessions (separately bookable, half day)
• IFRS for insurance contracts
• Financial statements and communicating with investors, including XBRL
Interactive break-out sessions on specialist topics led by the IASB:
1. Leases
2. Revenue recognition
3. Financial statement presentation
Share experiences and make contact during the networking opportunities and
SAICA Southern Region annual dinner.

HOW TO BOOK:

Register online by logging on to www.saica.co.za – seminars and events or email
events@saica.co.za and request a booking form.

new generation
the leadership &
management issue

The articles in this issue address the Leadership & Management dimension of the Leadership & Management Competencies
of the CA2010 Training Program. Read our articles for CPD!
Introduction
As a new gen CA(SA), developing your Professional Skills is as important as your technical skills. In business
you work with people not only numbers. To work with people you need the right Professional Skills.
Author’s details
Adel du Plessis qualified as a CA(SA) in 2001. She worked at Deloitte ES & Corporate Tax as consultant, Wits SOA and Monash SA as
Lecturer. She is now a business owner of Therapeia and the founder of Lead for Africa. She holds a Masters Degree in Accounting Education
(Cum Laude) with a specific focus on a framework for development for deep learning. She writes for the ASA magazine, records monthly
Audio Talks and is a regular speaker at events on Personal Leadership and Development. She has presented Accounting Education articles at
Business Conferences and contributed to an International book on SA’s Education Challenges on the “Globalisation of Accounting Standards”.
In 2009 Adel received 2 awards: Mrs United Nation SA 1st Runner up and ROCCI Community Services Champion Silver awards. Her vision is
to experience each day like her Red wine – with all your Senses!
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The Power of the story
Lessons from the stories of
CA(SA) leaders
Nancy Ortberg, consulting Partner for Patrick Lencioni, starts her mustread book, “Unleashing the power of rubber bands: lessons in non-linear
leadership” with the following words:
I love great leadership... Great leadership is occurring in the hands of quiet and
unnoticed people who are creating environments where people can bring the
best of what they do to what they do best. But you will never see these inspiring
leaders on the cover of a magazine or in the six o’clock news. We greatly
underestimate where great leadership is to be found and what we can learn
from it. If we only expect to find it in the hands of those select few in positions
of obvious power, we are poorer for having overlooked the beauty and strength
that is to be found in unexpected places.
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Nancy’s words and book inspired me to contribute a full supplement on the
stories of ordinary CAs(SA) leaders, who make an extraordinary impact in
various ways and from whom we can learn valuable real-life leadership lessons.
And seeing that August is a month for women, stories will be shared of five
women leaders who make our Profession proud. I was privileged to meet
and interview each of them. And to ensure that we get a realistic picture of
each person, I interviewed and learned more of them from the mouth of their
leaders, peers and followers.
Thank you to all who made time for the interviews (alphabetical order by name):
Alsue du Preez CA(SA): Director - PWC Financial Services Insurance &
Investment Management
Interviewees: requested not to publish names
Amanda Dempsey CA(SA): Executive Dean - UJ Faculty of Economic &
Financial Sciences
Interviewees: Angina Parekh, Erica du Toit, Stephen Kruger
Annalien Carstens CA(SA): Managing Director - ALTIMAX Financial
Services & Consulting
Interviewees: Annemarie Ungerer, Eduard Stander, Marietjie Vercueil, Noeline
Slogrove, Sandra Bosch
Chantyl Mulder CA(SA): Senior Executive - SAICA Professional
Development,
Transformation & Growth
Interviewees: Adri Kleynhans, Elizabeth Zambonini, Mandi Olivier, Matsobane
Matlwa, Riana De Bruyn, Tonia Jackson
Manda Smit CA(SA): Financial Manager – Monash South Africa
Interviewees: Christine Maritz, Gerda Bentley, Lodika Kruger, Martin Prinsloo,
Nicolene Murdoch
From the interviews I have learned 7 leadership lessons that you as a new
gen ca(sa) can use and start to develop early in your career.
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Lesson 1: Great leaders have a core
moral compass
A core foundational lesson that I have
learned was that the majority of the team
members stated that they believe that the
success of Alsue, Amanda, Annalien, Chantyl
and Manda is attributed to their strong moral
values and beliefs that they live by and act
from daily. It is clear that all these leaders
have a strong inner moral compass and
spiritual belief system that sets the course in
each decision that they make and each action
that they take. They do not rely on their own
strengths and abilities. There is something
deeper within their souls and minds that
guide them each day. They are not the CEO’s
of their own lives.
The benefit of having a clear inner
moral compass that drives your vision
is Consistency and Decisiveness, two
important laws of great leadership. As a
new gen CA(SA) you need to develop the
ability to know what is right and what is
wrong. However you also need to have the
“guts”, wisdom and confidence to apply that
knowledge. A wise leader that I recently
met said: “Knowledge is not power.
Wisdom is power. Wise people apply the
knowledge they have.”
Lesson 2: Passion + Hard work = Success
Based on question:
What do you admire about your leader/
your team?
The leaders and their teams are very
diverse in terms of personal lives,
strengths, roles, leadership approach, team
size, organisational culture and industry.
However one attribute that all the leaders
have in common is a Passion for what they
do and a High Work Ethic. An important
lesson that I have learned from each of
these leaders is that they have found their
calling within their careers. However getting
to this point took them long hours, patience,
perseverance and hard work.
As a new gen CA(SA) it is important to be
aware of this early in your career. You may
dream and aspire to be a director at an
auditing firm like Alsue Du Preez, the dean
at a higher education institution like Amanda
Dempsey, the managing director of your
own financial services consulting company
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like Annalien Carstens, an executive at
the Institute that regulates the CA(SA)
profession like Chantyl Mulder or a financial
manager at an international education
institution like Manda Smit.
The one attribute that you do need to achieve
this is a passion for what you do because
this will ultimately motivate you to work
hard and be patient to achieve your goal. You
also need to be willing to work 11-12 hour
days, 6-7 days a week, lead by example, go
the extra mile for the sake of your team and
sail forward. The “Entitlement Mentality” of
gen Y is not going to get you your success.
Each of these leaders started at the bottom
and worked themselves patiently and with
perseverance to where they are today.
Lesson 3: Capitalise on your strengths
Based on the questions:
“If you can describe your leader in one
word, what would it be?”
“What attributes contribute to your
leader’s /your success?”
Each leader and her team know what her
core strengths are and she capitalizes on it
to make her successful. Each leader knows
who she is and who she is not. She leans
into and leads out of her strengths. She is
comfortable in her own skin. Let’s look at
words that the teams used to describe each
leader’s core strengths:
• Developer & Strategic
“Dedicated”; “Organiser”; “Innovation”;
“Compassion”; “Balance”;
Alsue’s ability to plan strategically
makes her on top of her game. This
strength makes that this leader at a
big audit firm is always prepared, she
has a clear picture of where she and
her team are headed, she is hands-on,
informed and therefore more confident
and professional. Investing in people and
building good relationships with her team
and her clients is important for Alsue and
she believes that planning ahead and
being organised gives her the space to be
flexible when it is needed with her team
and her clients.
• Focus & Adaptability
“Vibrant”; “Change agent”; “Focus”;
“Problem solver”; “Loyal”
Amanda’s ability to focus on a vision,

Amanda at a Prize Giving ceremony

live in the moment and be adaptable
contributed to her leading her faculty
through major changes over the last
5 years. Staying focussed on the
destination of her team, is powerful
because she can instinctively evaluate
whether or not a particular action will
help them move forward toward their
goals. When team members start to
wander down other avenues, she brings
them back toward their destination.
Her inherent ability to expect sudden
requests and unforeseen detours enables
her to change her focus as leader,
respond willingly to the demands of the
moment and take her team with her.
• Futuristic & Positivity
“Perseverance”; “Dreamer”;
“Inspirational”; “Dynamic”; “Bundle of
energy”
What contributes to Annalien’s success
is her ability to dream about the future
and take people along with her. She is
a natural Entrepreneur and having your
own business has many risks. When the
present proves to be uncertain she reminds
herself that God is in control, therefore she
does not have to be. Her positive futuristic
outlook influences her team, her company
and her clients to action. She injects
drive and commitment into every project.
Annalien influences those around her with
her conviction that work can be fun, and no
matter what the setbacks, you must never
lose your sense of humour.
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• Activator & Achiever
“Driven”; “Fast & Furious”; “Live wire”;
“Impact”; “Determined”
Chantyl leads by action, because only
action makes things happen and leads
to performance. When your job is
Transformation in our profession you
need to make tenacious decisions, act on
them, learn from them and move forward.
Chantyl has an internal fire burning inside
her to transform our profession and bring
hope to our country. This pushes her and
her team to do more, to achieve more.
Chantyl’s strength of tangible achievement
is the power supply that sets the pace and
defines the levels of productivity for her
team. It keeps her moving forward and
she moves her team with her.
• Consistency & Discipline
“Quiet strength”; “Self contained”;
“Structured”; “Stable”
Manda’s ability to instinctively bring
structure, set up routines and precision,
is a core strength needed in her role as
financial manager. She brings balance
and consistency to her own work, her
team and the business by implementing
a systematic approach and adhering to
quality. Valuing precision ensures that
there are no grey areas. Manda’s ability
to be consistent in her behaviour and
actions, treating people the same, no
matter what their station in life, ensures
that the people in her team function best
because the rules are clear and apply to
everyone equally and fairly.
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Alsue is driven by her passion to help
trainees and be part of their journey of
development and growth to flourish and
unlock their potential. Remembering who a
trainee was on day 1 and seeing him/her on
qualifying day, drives Alsue to create more
opportunities for development and add value.

Lesson 5: Teams & strategy
Based on the question:
What kind of a leader is she/are you?
What was clear from the interviews is that
a great leader is the kind of leader who
strategically selects great people, takes them
with on the journey and gives clear direction
to achieve the vision and make it a reality!
Firstly, leaders who take action and initiative
to make sure the right people are in the
right places engender trust. You will never
move forward in the way you are hoping to
without the right people on the team – the
right people in terms of integrity, in terms
of giftedness, in terms of energy, in terms
of initiative, in terms of drive, and in terms
of team player mentality. The leader needs
to identify what skills and strengths are
needed on the team and who the right FIT
should be. And when you need to move
someone off the team because he/she is a
bad fit, a great leader has the courage to do
so for the sake of the team.

Amanda is driven by her passion for
students and her loyalty to the University.
The Faculty’s natural dedication to be
the best and serve their students with
excellence drives Amanda to empower
and equip them with more opportunities to
make their job easier.

image: MANDA SMIT CA(SA)
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Lesson 4: The core that drives a Great
Leader is Hope!
Based on the question:
What do you do every day at work that
makes you feel strong?
Ortberg defines leadership as the hope
that we can change the things that need
to be changed and create what we cannot
now imagine. Hope gives us the courage
to move forward and it dispels fear. Each
of these women leads well, because
they possess the strong belief that their
best days are ahead of them. Hope and
leadership are inevitably linked!

Manda is driven by her passion to produce
valuable financial information for sound
decision making. She admires her team
for always being willing to put in extra time
when necessary, without complaining,
especially over year-end which unfortunately
is December when most “normal” people
take their annual leave.

image: CHANTYL MULDER CA(SA)

image: AMANDA DEMPSEY CA(SA)

country. Each time she remembers the faces
of young people with no hope, she is driven
to do more, try more and move forward.

Annalien is driven by her passion to grow
her business nationally and internationally
with her talented team. Seeing how her
teams serve their clients with excellence
motivates Annalien to continue to set the
vision, set the light and to lead and motivate
her team to see it too.
Chantyl is driven by her passion to transform
our Profession and bring Hope to our
asa I august 2010

Secondly, leading well requires a structured
collaborative approach on the reality, vision
and strategy. All the leaders and teams
confirmed this in the interviews. Being
participative and democratic is important,
however to avoid messiness there comes
a point when the team needs direction and
drive. A great leader has the ability/guts to
know when to consult and when to direct,
when to ask and when to tell, when to
listen and when to speak.
Lesson 6: Leadership is about People
Based on two questions:
Besides the position, what role does your
leader play on the team?
What do you admire about your team?
Leadership is relationally intensive. It was
evident from all the interviews that each
leader’s role is about motivating, supporting,
taking care, mentoring, coaching, nurturing,
developing, sharing experiences and giving
wisdom to her team members. Many
leaders make the mistake of ignoring the
relationship, focusing instead on systems
and data. It is easy to lean into those things
because they tend to be measurable, and
they rarely argue back. These linear issues
of leadership are very important, but they
are not the most important.
Great leaders focus on the relational part
because they mostly want to! It was
clear from the interviews that the leaders
like and enjoy being with their people.
They are inspired by their people’s loyalty,
commitment, technical ability and energy.
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Annalien is the Gift of...
“Ferrero Rocher”: She is a hard business
woman on the outside that permeates
softness & sweetness on the inside

Lesson 7: The Ultimate Gift
Based on two questions:
If you can compare your leader to a Gift,
what would it be?
How do you think your team views you?
To become a great leader you need to be
the most self aware person in the room.
The Ultimate gift that any leader can give is
the gift of Authenticity and Realness. Each
leader that was interviewed had words for
their brokenness, they know that they have
blind spots and they know what their blind
spots are. And they know that their team
members know and they are comfortable
with being REAL. Because of the realness,
their team views them as strong and lovely
and compare them to gifts of inspiration!
Let’s look at metaphors/gifts that their
teams compare them to.

“A Rare gemstone”: She is willing to learn
and has grown and developed into who she
is today
“True Friendship”: She is loyal, trustworthy
and puts herself in your shoes to
understand your situation
“A box of Lindt”: Under pressure she
always makes you feel better – pity you
cannot eat her!
“Fox Terrier”: She goes non-stop and although
she is tough, she also has a soft side
Chantyl is the Gift of...
“A Garmin”: She gives clear direction
“Brick”: She is solid and unpretentious. She
is versatile and fits into any situation
“Inspiration”: She is a role model, someone
to look up to
“Godsend:” She came at the right time to
transform the complexion of our Profession
“Fire Cracker”: Her action follows her talk,
she is forward thinking

Alsue is the Gift of...
“A Diary”: Her planning & organized leadership
brings clarity and direction to the team
“Insight”: She drives innovation & brings
change
“Lindt Chocolate”: Her simplistic advice
adds value and richness. You want more of
her wisdom!
“A mug of Quality Coffee”: You need her
leadership 1st thing in the morning. She
gives you a LIFT!
Amanda is the Gift of...
“An Expensive Porcelain Vase”: She adds
value and is the right person at the right
place for the job
“A combination of Gifts”: She can stay
focused through the pressure of her schedule
“Crabtree and Evelyn products”: She is top
quality, makes you feel special, inherently
stylish and ageless

Monash SA interviewees
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Manda is the gift of...
“A Protea”: Feminine with a strong Inner strength
“Chocolate”: She brings reassurance and makes
you feel better. You can never get enough
“Classical CD”: She brings calmness and
patience
“Pearl”: She is a valuable person. Her worth
to people and the business is rare.
I have learned valuable lessons from each
of these amazing women! But I think the
most important lesson I have learned is that
there is NO one recipe for Great Leadership
success except for HARD WORK.
Some of these leaders are married, some
are not, some are mothers, some are single
mothers, some are not mothers, some
are baby boomers, some are Gen X (Gen
Y watch your space!), some are extrovert,
some are introvert, some are detailed,
some are big picture, some are fast and
furious, some are cautious and reflective.
However, they all make it work! Why? They
lead from their strengths and DILIGENTLY
WORK HARD.
Leadership is hard, and if you are good at it
and decide to do it, you may have signed on
for one of the toughest jobs that will require
dedication. But the combination of “good
at” and “hard work” is amazingly satisfying.
And that is why these women do what
they do BEST – lead for a better future new
CA(SA) generation. asa
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Authors & credits
Corporate bookclub (best seller books)
1. Buckingham, M (2006): The one thing you need to know about great
managing, great leading and sustained individual success.
2. Collins, J (20): Good to Great. Why some companies make the
leap and others don’t.
3. Fiorina, C (2007): Tough Choices.

4. Guiliani, RW (2002): Leadership.
5. Maxwell, J (2009): 21 Irrefutable laws of leadership.
6. Ortberg, N (2008): Unleashing the power of rubber bands. Lessons in nonlinear leadership.

E-learning services
Mcatv: We do regular talks on MCATV. (www.mcatv.co.za)
Audio Resources & E-Books: We have audio resources and E-Books on over 50 personal leadership & business growth topics
Face Book: Become a FAN of our new gen ca Face Book Page

Blended learning resources for this issue
Strategic consultations

Qualifications

Aligning business strategy with talent management and skills
development strategy
Leadership Skills analysis of business unit & employees
Skills GAP analysis of employees
Research for clients on various education and development topics

Advanced Diploma: Leadership and Management Coaching (NQF 7)
Higher Diploma: Business Management (NQF 6)

Short courses
Professional Mentoring: Making most of your Talent
Personal Leadership & Management in the workplace
Emotional Intelligence for Business Excellence
NLP Tools for Innovative Strategies
Talent Pool: Learning effectively as a Mentee
Gen Y: Leading myself in the Corporate Culture
Job Readiness Skills: What I need to Succeed
Leading myself with my CA (SA) studies

Material Development
We develop custom made material for clients on various unit standards
and learning programmes/qualifications including:
• Learner Guide		
• Facilitator Guide
• Assessment Guide		
• Alignment Matrix
• POE		
• Power point Slides

There’s no comparison

LEXISNEXIS EASIGUIDES
ACCURACY		I CLARITY		I VALUE

Easy access to the South African financial services industry:
• Complementary publications for the financial services
environment
• Reference manuals to a variety of legal, tax, investment
and estate planning subjects
• Meeting the diverse needs of individual and corporate
investment accountants, assurance intermediaries and
financial and tax professionals
• Training manuals for new entrants in the financial services
sector and other financial disciplines
Print, soft cover
ISBN: ISBN: 9780409116489

Authors: Brian Goodall, Ronald King

Print, soft cover
ISBN: 9780409116472

Authors: Ronald King, Brian Victor

Order your copy TODAY!
Simply call 0860 765 432 or visit www.lexisnexis.co.za
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Black Economic
Empowerment

AAA

First of
the ‘Big 4’

KPMG

KPMG has been independently AAA rated for our Broad-Based
Black Economic Empowerment. As a ‘Level 2 contributor’
and ‘value-adding enterprise’, this means that our clients
can now claim 156.25 percent of their spend with KPMG in
terms of their own Black Economic Empowerment rating
for procurement. It also means that we’re continuing to win
the hearts and minds of our people, working together to
strengthen the soul of our nation and our profession.
To find out more about Transformation at KPMG, please
contact Bonolo Sinobolo on 011 647 5458 or e-mail
bonolo.sinobolo@kpmg.co.za, or visit www.kpmg.co.za.

© 2010 KPMG Services (Proprietary) Limited, a South African company and a member firm of the KPMG network of
independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All
rights reserved. Printed in South Africa. MC5832
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authentic leadership
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Many people have written on what it means to be a leader. Almost
everyone identifies influence as the primary characteristic. By
definition, this means that leadership and position are two different
things. You can have a title and a position of power, but this does
not mean that you are a leader. Even people without these things
can exert influence and thus leadership. Leadership expert, John
C Maxwell, suggests that “leadership is influence - nothing more,
nothing less”. This moves beyond the position defining the leader, to
looking at the ability of the leader to influence others - both those
who would consider themselves followers and those outside that
circle. Indirectly, it also builds character in leadership since, without
maintaining integrity and trustworthiness, the capability to influence
will disappear.

I

f ever there was a time when the world needed new leaders, it’s
now. The depth of misconduct by leaders in both corporate and
government spheres continues to shock the world. It is becoming
increasingly obvious that new leadership is required to tackle the
urgent challenges we face in government, business, public service and
society. As we begin to understand today’s global leadership gap at a
deeper level, we realise that the missing ingredients in corporations and
governments are leaders committed to building authentic organisations
for the long term.
“The fish rots from its head,” says Karl Smith, founder of Business
Networking South Africa. Like the proverbial frog that dies when
temperatures are gradually increased but immediately jumps out
when tossed into a boiling pot of water, we need this kind of shock
therapy to realise that something is sorely missing in society at all
levels today.
What’s missing? In a word, leadership. Authentic leadership. In
the midst of the current global socio-economic crisis, we must ask
ourselves, where have all the leaders gone? Where are the other
versions of Nelson Mandela, former President of South Africa; Barack
Obama, the President of The United States of America, and Warren
Buffet, the Chairman of Berkshire Hathaway?
Today your capacity to lead and influence people is grounded in your
knowledge of and relationship with yourself and others. So what
then, is the 21st-century leader all about? It is being authentic and
uniquely yourself. Authentic leaders know who they are. They are
“good in their skin”, so good they don’t feel a need to impress or
please others. They not only inspire those around them, they bring
people together around a shared purpose and a common set of
values, and motivate them to create value for everyone involved.

The foundation of leadership is authenticity. How do we go about
expressing ourselves more authentically? Ask yourself two simple
questions: “Do our actions originate from deep within ourselves,
or are they coming from a more superficial, limited place? Is our
leadership arising from our character, the essence of who we are?
Or is it only coming from our persona, the external personality we’ve
created to cope with life’s circumstances.” The idea of “authentic
leadership” originates from the Humanistic School of psychology
that emerged in the 1960s, which notes that we cannot help others
unless we share ourselves openly and honestly - that we are “real”.

Today your capacity to lead and
influence people is grounded in
your knowledge of and relationship
with yourself and others.
What do the words “authentic leader” actually mean? What truly
makes one and why is it worth the effort to become one? There
are many different answers to these questions. Goffee and Jones
(2005) make the point that a leader cannot define himself/herself
as an authentic leader. Only the people who experience the leader
can ascribe authenticity to the leader. Authenticity is only perceived
by others. It is the perception that the leader is real, sincere and
defined by honesty and integrity. These authors state that no one can
declare, “I am authentic”. That attribute must be ascribed by others.
Authenticity, according to Webster’s Dictionary, is being genuine.
Genuine, suggests Webster means not being a hypocrite. The
following five qualities serve as guidance to make a commitment to
the lifelong process of authentically growing as a person in order to
grow as an authentic leader.
Authentic leaders have insight. Sometimes we refer to this as
vision, but that usually has exclusive reference to the future. While
leaders must have vision, they need more. They need wisdom and
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discernment. They need to be able to look at complex situations,
gain clarity and determine a course of action. They need to stand
firmly on principle, even in the face of opposition.

image: bENAZIR BHUTTO SZABIST.EDU.PK

Authentic leaders demonstrate initiative. They go first. They don’t sit
on the sidelines. They don’t ask others to do what they are unwilling
to do themselves. Instead, they lead by example. They are more
concerned about acting on good ideas rather than having the ideas.
Authentic leaders exert influence. It’s no coincidence that influence
and influenza (the flu) come from the same root word. Real leaders
are contagious. People “catch” what they have. People are drawn
to their vision and their values. They are able to gather a following
and move people to act. People have a clear understanding of their
intent and agendas.
Authentic leaders have impact. At the end of the day, leaders make
a difference. The world is changed because of their leadership. They
are able to create real and lasting change. They have the humility
to take full responsibility and to serve everyone at the same time.
They seek to recognise contribution rather than being recognised for
making it.
Authentic leaders exercise integrity. Not every leader is benevolent.
Adolf Hitler was a leader, as was Mao Tsehong and Josef Stalin. They
had insight, initiative, influence and impact. Yet their lives were not
integrated with the highest values. Integrity — or the lack thereof —
ultimately determines the quality of a person’s impact. “Integrity”
comes from the same Latin root as the words “integrated” and
“integer”. A person has integrity when there is no gap between intent
and behaviour...when he or she is whole, seamless, the same – inside
and out. In essence, this is the foundation of authentic leadership: it is
this quality that lacks in leadership today. The absence thereof results
in mistrust and a lack of credibility.
So to be truly genuine - or authentic - leaders require a few things:
To ensure that one’s corporate actions and rhetoric realign; to
ensure that such actions are meaningful (as opposed to superficial,
headline-grabbing actions that don’t take root beyond the
organisation’s need for disingenuous publicity); and to ensure that
one’s public persona and private core are not at odds.
In contrast, most leaders of today’s best run corporations and
government organisations remain silent. Are they afraid that by
speaking out they may invite the scrutiny of their entities? Although
the global trend to effect changes in regulations - to curb unethical
leadership behaviour - is appropriate and necessary, this trend does not
address the deeper issues at stake here. It is impossible to legislate
integrity, stewardship and sound governance. Somewhere along the
way we have lost sight of the imperative of selecting leaders that create
healthy corporations and government agencies for the long term.

We do not need executives running corporations and government
entities into the ground in search of personal gain. We do not need
celebrities to lead organisations. We do not need more laws. We
do not need more conferences. We do not need more excuses
and more apologies. We do not need more task teams and more
disciplinary committees. We do not need more tough talk. We do
not need more cronyism. We need new leadership.
We need authentic leaders, people of the highest integrity,
committed to building enduring organisations. We need leaders
that have a deep sense of purpose and are true to their core values.
We need leaders that are more concerned about what is right than
being right. We need leaders that have the courage to build their
organisations to meet the needs of all their stakeholders, and that
recognise the importance of their service to society.
The general public must stop playing a role in encouraging this
unauthentic leadership as well. In idealising high-profile personalities
that ran companies - wracked by corporate scandals – and they vote
questionable individuals into power, we make them into heroes.
Search committees and voters alike fall into the trap of choosing
leaders for their style rather than their substance, for their image
instead of their integrity. Given this way of doing business, why
should we be surprised when our leaders come up short? It is
always exciting when our most urgent need and our greatest
opportunity coincide. In both the public and the private sectors we
have an urgent need for great leadership. Not just any old great
leadership, but authentic, great leadership. asa
Karl Smith BA (HDE), MPA (Public Administration) is a Business
Relationship Building Coach and the author of Beyond The Business
Handshake: Dare To Build High-Trust Business Relationship.
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ie ekonomiese herstel van die afgelope
drie kwartale, vanaf middel 2009
tot by Paastyd 2010, het fluks en teen ’n
toenemende koers voortgegaan. Inderdaad,
hierdie sikliese opswaai tot op datum
vergelyk goed met die aanhef van die
1999-2007 ’lang-asem’ opswaai wat ook
redelik sterk begin het. Sal dit egter mooi
bly voortgaan of wag daar moeilikheid?
Die vorige lang opswaai is natuurlik ook
kort-voor-lank gevang met ’n slap riem
toe oorsese gebeure in 2000 gelei het
tot afverkope van kommoditeitspryse in
New York en oorsese handelaars ook vir
kommoditeitswisselkoerse soos die Aussie
Dollar begin verkoop het.

Beleidsmakers begaan oor risiko

C

M

Y
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In die geval van Suid-Afrika het die hele
spulletjie hand uitgeruk en het die Rand van
6:$ in vroeg 2000 tot soveel as 13.85:$ in
laat 2001 verswak, wat toe ook vier groot
rentekoersstygings van 1% elk gedurende
2002 tot gevolg gehad het ten einde makro
stabiliteit te behou. Hoewel markte en
die ekonomie tydens hierdie episode baie
verskrik opgetree het, is die ekonomiese
opswaai tog nooit gepootjie nie. Dit het net
eenvoudig aangegaan, en het inderdaad
vanaf 2003 stewig versnel.
Nou het ons weer ’n mooi begin, maar sal
lelike goeters dalk tog nog ’n slag die sikliese
opswaai belemmer? Baie mense praat van ’n
tweede insinking, wat sou kon beteken dat
laasjaar se resessie nog nie eintlik volkome
ten einde gekom het nie.Die grootste vrese
het maar betrekking op oorsese gebeure,
veral in Europa, maar tog ook in Amerika
en China. Sommige analiste sien die fiskale
inkrimping wat nou orals in Europa byval vind
as ’n enorme bron van kommer aangesien dit
ekonomiese vraag sal demp.
Verder is die finansiële markte redelik
skrikkerig en is alreeds ver afverkoop, met
paniek wat nog steeds ’n moontlikheid is en
wat op sy beurt ekonomiese rolspelers skrik
kan maak en tot verdere daling in vraag kan
lei. Net so is ook Amerikaanse verbruikers
nog steeds aan die afskaal en besig om
skuld terug te betaal wat baie mense laat
voel dat die VSA ekonomie nog nie eintlik
begin herstel het nie.
Verder het die Chinese owerhede al vir
geruime tyd hul beleid verskerp ten einde

eiendomspekulasie te ontmoedig. Dit kan
egter ook lei tot verminderde binnelandse
vraag. Indien al hierdie neigings ver genoeg
sou voortduur, sou dit die globale ekonomiese
herstel kan knak, en dit sou weer by ons kan
veroorsaak dat uitvoere opnuut kwyn en ook
die binnelandse vraag meer versigtig raak.
Hierdie lesing van gebeure is egter
onvolledig. In die geval van Europa en
Engeland is daar enorme wisselkoers
dalings aan die gang (tot soveel as ’n derde)
wat hul uitvoer sal aanmoedig (hoewel
ten koste van Amerika en Asië). Ook is
rentekoerse op al hierdie kontinente baie
laag en sal dit waarskynlik na aan nul bly,
nie net hierdie jaar nie, maar ook volgende
jaar en selfs tot in 2012.
Sulke lae rentekoerse help beslis, veral
in Amerika, om die ekonomie aan die
gang te hou. Verder is die Chinese
ekonomie waarskynlik nie so swak soos
wat sommiges beweer nie en bly dit ’n
belangrike lokomotief. Ook sal die ryk dele
van Europa (Duitsland) eers vanaf volgende
jaar fiskaal begin terugstaan. In tussentyd is
groot dele van suidelike Europa baie swak
en is baie Europese banke se balansstate
broos. Daar bly dus wel risiko van nog ’n
krisis, hoewel baie lande en sentrale banke
hard werk om dit te voorkom.
Kanse lyk dus eintlik skraal dat nog ’n groot
buitelandse klap ons uitvoere binnekort sal
tref. Dit is egter ’n feit dat die veel swakker
Pond en Euro beslis ’n negatiewe uitwerking
op ons uitvoere sal hê. Verder is daar by ons
asa I august 2010

binnelands ook nog steeds baie swakte wat
nie sommer sal verdwyn nie. Kredietvraag bly
laag, groei in owerheidsbesteding verswak,
die boubedryf sukkel, die konstruksiebedryf ly
omdat die publieke sektor nie vinniger nuwe
kontrakte toeken nie. Ook word dienstariewe
in die openbare sektor in komende jare skerp
verhoog wat die koopkrag sal benadeel
terwyl werksgeleenthede as gevolg van groot
looneise waarskynlik maar stadig sal toeneem.
Verder is daar alreeds infrastruktuur
tekortkominge soos beperkte elektrisiese
kragopwekkingsvermoeë en uitvoer
spoorlyne wat groei kan demp. Hierdie
binnelandse tekortkominge sal egter
waarskynlik nie genoeg wees om die
opswaai te laat struikel nie. Net soos die
geval oorsee, bly daar teveel dinge reg gaan.
Tog beteken dit dat die ekonomiese groei
waarskynlik redelik gedemp sal bly, nie baie
meer (of minder) as 3% gemiddeld per jaar
in 2010-2011 en miskien selfs tot in 2012.
In hierdie opsig sal die onmiddellike jare
vorentoe dan tog ook nie veel verskil
van die 2000-2002 ervaring nie toe groei
ook maar baie gemiddeld was. Sterker
groeiprestasie mag eerder later in die
dekade sy verskyning maak, mits dinge reg
uitwerk oorsee, maar ook by ons aan huis.
Daar is nog baie om oor kop te krap voordat
ons daar anderkant uit kom. asa
Cees Bruggemans is hoofekonoom van First
National Bank. Besoek sy webwerf www.
fnb.co.za/economics en skryf in op sy gratis
e-pos artikels.
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Chev Lumina SS Ute
UH! What are you test driving! That’s
the comment I received from most of
my colleagues and friends when informing
them of my latest test vehicle. That is until
I explained to them what it was, i.e. the
6.0 litre V8 Lumina “bakkie”, as its better
known. Then it was “WHOA”, so how does
it drive?!”
So what’s all the fuss with this “bakkie”!
Well, firstly, this is no ordinary workhorse,
this vehicle is meant more for the person
who needs to carry some stuff but prefers
driving a car. Then there is the motor, a typical
muscle vehicle with an all American V8 motor
that loves to be wound up. There is nothing
like the pure grunt of a V8, once bitten you
will never be the same, you will just want
more and more, almost like an addiction.

46

The interior of this vehicle is not your typical
workhorse interior, but rather a sports vehicle,
with well contoured leather covered seats
and a sporty steering wheel to match. In fact
from the front bumper to the front doors,
the vehicle is exactly like its sibling the Chev
Lumina SS (a four door version of this vehicle).
So, one would be forgiven for mistaking this
vehicle for a normal four door sedan!

The red colour of the test vehicle added to its
athletic built and sporty character, almost making
us believe that this was a “super” bakkie.
On the road, one needs to get used to
the fact that all the power is put to the
back wheels, which makes for some very
interesting driving. When stopped and
turning in either direction, just a slip of the
mind and you floor the accelerator, you
will find the back of the vehicle wanting to
overtake the front, that is, until the anti-skid
takes over. The grunt of the motor added
to the squeal of the 18 inch rubber makes
one’s adrenalin pump to the extent that you
almost become a kid again. Unfortunately,
when driving like this, the rev counter
competes with the fuel gauge, which
makes this rocket a very expensive toy to
play with at its full potential.

The sheer brute strength of the motor,
added to the flared wheel arches and four
tail pipes, two on each side, makes this a
vehicle that, unfortunately, is not meant
for the faint hearted. For me, the ultimate
summary would be, if you’re in the market
for a sports car and the better half does
not want you to buy one, simply make
an excuse that you need this for work
purposes and you will have all that a sports
car has, with an added load bay! A true
driving experience with no gimmicks added,
a real driver vehicle!
Vehicle courtesy of GM SA. asa
Azim Omar CA(SA) is a member of the
SAGMJ.

Conservative driving will manage about 11
litres per 100 kms, but this was not possible
for me, just too much fun! (Professor M, I
envy you, driving one all the time)
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he problem with these bikes is that
there aren’t many places where you can
safely enjoy them for what they are built
for. They’re great as track tools or for sunny
Sunday morning stints to Franschhoek, but
uncomfortable at low speeds, with a ride
too harsh for the uneven surfaces of most
of our roads.
Luckily, there is an alternative. If it’s
unbridled power and adrenalin you’re
after, but you still want to use the bike
for everyday commuting. What you want
is a naked bike, or street fighter, as also
it is known. The Honda CB1000R is a
prime example. It is basically a previous
generation superbike engine, from the
Honda Fireblade, strapped into an advanced
gravity die-cast aluminium mono-backbone
frame, with wide section tires, but no fairing
for wind protection. Its futuristic design and
menacing insect-like headlamps make it
look fast standing still.

litres in total and a digital display warns you
when you’ve switched over to the four liter
reserve tank. Pulling out from the station
it feels super smooth, and filtering slowly
through the traffic is no effort at all.
I decided to ride out of town to see what
the 998 cc, 16 valve, in-line four cylinder
superbike engine is good for. I somehow
anticipated the 92 kW and 100 Nm torque
to be a handful in such a compact frame.
So before I gave it a fistful I geared up to
sixth doing 60 km/h. This proved no effort
at all, with the LCD readout of engine
speed displaying less than 3 000 rpm in a
wide, sweeping bar that extends across the
entire upper side of the instrument cluster.
I upped the speed a bit and then wacked
the taps open. Within a second or two I was
touching the speed limit, with more than
half the revs to go up to the red line. The
maximum speed of around 228km/h might
sound slow in superbike terms, but due to
the low-end grunt and sharp handling I’ll
bet that it’s more than capable of showing

some quicker bikes how it’s done at the
race track or on breakfast runs.
The four pot calipers and 310mm dual
floating discs at the front and a dual-piston
caliper rear disc brake make a light job of
stopping this 217kg speedster. Anti-lock
brakes are a worthwhile optional extra if
you were to use the 1000R as a commuter,
or in the wet. All the controls are easy to
operate and the digital speedometer clearly
readable, even at speed.
Prices start at R105 999 for the non-ABS
model. Add R15 000 for ABS and you’re still
R21 000 short of the standard CBR1000RR
Fireblade. The base model is also R7 000
cheaper than the standard super sports
CBR600RR, making this a great value for
money sports bike for the everyday rider.
And I’ll bet you you’ll have more fun on this
than a superbike any day.
Motorcycle courtesy of Honda Auto
Helderberg. asa
Francois Steyn CA (SA) is a lecturer at the
University of Stellenbosch.

What Honda did, was essentially take the
2007 Fireblade superbike engine and tune
it for more low- and midrange torque. The
result is a much more usable power range
and a much tamer bike to ride at normal
speeds. The power delivery is ultra smooth,
yet neck muscle-pulling if you so desire. You
also get Honda’s bulletproof build quality
and a two year, unlimited kilometre
warranty.
As I fuelled up,
immediately onlookers
wanted to know what
it was. It is a stunning
piece of machinery to
look at. The brawny
forward-tilted fuel
tank holds 17
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Climbing on board this compact machine,
you immediately notice the more
comfortable, upright position. Starting the
engine produces a deep, yet soft, drone.
Engaging first and gingerly pulling out from
the parking lot, I half expected it to throw
me off, but no. It is as smooth as anything
I’ve ridden before. It is not at all a difficult
bike to ride, even at walking pace, due to
the light-action hydraulic clutch. At less than
2 000 rpm it can be engaged without fear of
the engine stalling.

Honda CB1000R

Is your finance team as effective as it can be?
AAT(SA) qualifications increase efficiency
Whatever the size and nature of your organisation, training your finance
staff to be more skilled increases productivity and makes good sense.
AAT(SA) provides qualifications and the expertise needed to increase
the efficiency of your staff. And, as they gain knowledge and develop new
skills from day one of their training, they are better equipped to make an
increased contribution to the workplace immediately – which is good
news for your business.
• AAT(SA) qualifications are registered learnerships
• Training is supported by tax rebates and SETA incentives to help
with the cost of training
• Practical and skills-based qualifications
• Flexible learning options to fit around work
• Many employers choose AAT(SA) qualifications to help train,
retain and attract staff.
Image: Sophia Shadung, gold member, Assistant Accountant, Hannover Reinsurance Africa Ltd

To find out more, call us on +2711 621 6888, email info@aatsa.org.za or visit www.aatsa.org.za
AAT(SA) is a partnership between SAICA and the AAT offering qualifications, professional recognition, regulation and support for people in finance roles.

Alcohol reduces driving ability, don’t drink and drive.

I wine route I

Portugal times

great grandfather Adrianos, started the family
firm of Ramos Pinto 130 years ago this year.
Now owned by Roederer, Joao remains as
Chief Winemaker to Ramos Pinto and lives in
Oporto, though weekends he works during
a harvest time on Bom Retiro and his two
other Quintas further up the Douro. With the
finest piece of fillet, we drank his delicious
Ramos Pinto Duas Quintas [two estates]
made from grapes from his Bons Ares and
Erva Moira estates. “Power and intensity
of fruit at 150m and acidity, elegance and
finesse at 600m”, said Joao.

I

was in Portugal in the autumn tasting
wines with Neil Pendock and Anibal
Coutinho for Anibal’s annual Guia Popular
dos Vinhos, a guide to Portuguese wines
between 2 and 5 Euros and 5 to 10 Euros.
A trip during which we motored over 2000
kms and tasted over 400 wines for Anibal’s
guide. The only region we did not visit was
the Algarve.
Up in the Vinho Verde, I visited Quinta de
Aveleda where my friend Antonio de Mendonca
is the Marketing Manager and met Portugal’s
Young Winemaker of the Year, chief winemaker
at Aveleda, Manuel Soares. Tasting Casal Garcia
and the white wines of Vinho Verde, which are
almost water white and have a rapier-like acidity,
is an ideal early morning activity, cleansing
the palate for the rest of the day. Aveleda also
produces an everyday quaffer from the Douro
in the southwest called Charamba with which
I was so happy to be reacquainted. A delicate,
rustic yet elegant wine made from the Tintas

Franca, Barocca, Roriz and also Touriga
Naçional. Big export number to the USA and
Canada, this Vinho Tinto from the Douro.

ADVERTISOR NAME

I was pleased to go back to Oporto to do a
tasting of Ports and wines from the Douro
Valley, which I had visited before and to
taste, not only the delicious Port wines of
the region, but also the table wines made
from varieties usually used for Port. Tinta
Barocca, Touriga Naçional, Tinta Roriz,
Souzao and so many others. The Portuguese
don’t bother too much with cultivar. Often
their vineyards are planted with mixed
varieties, creating a “vineyard blend” both in
the ports and in the red wines.

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL ADVERT

Up in the Valley towards Pinao, we spent a
night as guests of Joao Nicolau d’Almeida
on the family Quinta do Bom Retiro. Joao’s
asa I august 2010

With a beautiful piece of Queijo Serra, a
sheep’s milk cheese, after dinner we drank
20 year old Ramos Pinto Port while Joao
reminisced about his studies in Bordeaux,
where two of his professors were pupils
of Louis Pasteur, and about his life as a
bass guitarist in the rock and roll band of
the 1960s, The Nomads. Good news for
South African punters is that Casal Garcia is
available from Liquor City.
The Ramos Pinto Duas Quintas and the
20 year old port are available from The
Reciprocal Wine Trading Company on 011
482 9178, or any good specialist wine shop
should be able to get it for you. asa
Michael Olivier is a wine writer, broadcaster
and author of The People’s Guide – navigate
the winelands in a trolley.
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R E C R U I T M E N T

Giving you the right
angle on Financial
Recruitment

Tel: 011 234 0600 / 012 361 3475
012 665 4401 / 012 665 4401

www.networkfinance.co.za
DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS, DELIVERING RESULTS

Frontline is a specialist financial recruitment company

THIS MONTH’S TOP FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

FINANCIAL MANAGER /
FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
DESIGNATE - MIDRAND
R900 000 CTC
CA +5 years experience in a senior management position. To provide strategic financial leadership to the
company and ensure the financial health and governance of the organisation. Responsible for the effective implementation and maintenance of Information
Systems to support the business. Suitable applicants to
email CV's to Nathenia@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER NORTHERN SUBURBS
R680 000 CTC max
(Affirmative Action)

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
R900 000

USD 12 000 p.m

R420 000 to R450 000

Mining company seek to recruit an FM for 2 year
project - monitor project implementation within budget and contractual agreements, ensure effective cost
and internal control systems in place, produce financial
reports and forecasting, engage in commercial negotiations, assist with treasury and forex management. CA
with experience in management of construction contracts, proven track record of negotiation and implementation of commercial agreements, leadership and
good technical skills in accounting, finance and management accounting.
Please contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Our client seeks a young CA (SA) with at least two
years experience in commerce. Reporting to the General
Manager you will be responsible for leading the accounting team and full financial management function. This
will include monthly management pack, budgets, tax
related issues, annual audit and day to day running of
the business.
Please forward your CV to helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER
A CA (SA) with 2 to 3 years post article experience to
take responsibility for an important aspect of large
business unit in the leading banking group. Steep
learning curve, excellent career prospects for you to
bring into play to your keen interest in learning, good
academics, strong interpersonal and communication
skills. The sky is the limit for high performers. Please
contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

If you are seriously considering a career move out of
the auditing profession into a commercial/business environment within 2010/2011, come and talk to us about
the various options open to you. We can assist you in
finding a suitable position in line with your personal
vision and objectives, including a competitive package
starting at around R450k, exclusive of performance
based incentives. Don't delay. Act now and let us facilitate your career path development into the future.
Contact: ian@frontlinesolutions.co.za (Johannesburg)
nicky@frontlinesolutions.co.za Durban)
helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za (Cape Town)

COUNTRY MANAGER CAPE TOWN

FINANCIAL MANAGER DURBAN

Highly negotiable package

CA (SA) with 7 years post article experience to take
responsibility for planning, analysis, direction, review
and control of the accounting and financial functions
of this large international manufacturing business.
Previous experience within industrial/ manufacturing
unit as a FM/Fin Controller and knowledge of US GAAP,
SOX, Tax and SAP required. Good communication,
leadership and reasoning important to the role. Please
contact michele@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Nathenia Watson
Consultant, JHB

FINANCIAL MANAGER CAPE TOWN

R650 000

The applicant must be a dynamic and figure orientated
person who will take up responsibility for the full range
of financial, statutory and associated activities. A CA
(SA) qualification is essential. Minimum 3 years experience in a similar role, sound knowledge of IFRS, advanced
excel skills and foreign exchange experience preferable.
Suitable applicants to email CV's to nathenia@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Graham Burnside
CEO, JHB

PROJECT FINANCIAL
MANAGER - GAUTENG

Paul Jacka
Managing Director, JHB

Lerato Makhetha
Consultant, JHB

R600k ctc

This is an exceptional opportunity to join a small team
of professionals, working on a winning brand which has
made huge International inroads. We are looking
specifically for a CA (SA) with 5 to 7 years post article
experience in a Retail/FMCG environment. A commercially minded marketer with savvy, you will have a
broad range of interests, the ability to recognize opportunities and the inspiration to drive them forward.
If you would like to take this further, please forward
your CV to helen@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Camilla Barlow
Senior Consultant, JHB

Lynda Bradley
Consultant, JHB

NEWLY QUALIFIED /
SOON TO QUALIFY CA'S

My client is looking for a qualified CA (SA) with a
minimum of 5 years commercial experience and the
ability to “think out the box”. Duties will include, but
not be limited to, ensuring the 3-year financial plan is
in line with the company's strategic intents, plan and
budget capital expenditure, identifying key controls to
reduce risks. The successful applicant must have good
project and people management skills and a willingness
to travel regularly.
Please contact dina@frontlinesolutions.co.za

Michele Deeks
Senior Consultant, JHB

Karen Oosthuyse
Senior Consultant, JHB

Jim Wilson CA(SA)
Senior Consultant, JHB

Ian Shortreed CA(SA)
Senior Consultant, JHB

Taneill Blankfield-Smith
Senior Consultant, JHB

Judy Markwell
Manager, C.T.

Helen Nikiforakis
Senior Consultant, C.T.

Carmen Viljoen
Consultant, C.T.

Dina du Toit
Consultant, DBN

Nicky Rutherfoord
Consultant, DBN

Parc Nicol Office Park, 3001 William Nicol Drive, Bryanston, tel: (011) 706-9222
Rozenhof Office Court, 20 Kloof Street Gardens, Cape Town, tel: (021) 424-3042
281 Florida Road, Florida Mansions, Morningside, tel: (031) 313-3308
Website: www.frontlinesolutions.co.za

a division of

PROFISSIONAIS
DE AUDITORIA –
MOÇAMBIQUE

AUDIT PROFESSIONALS – MOZAMBIQUE
If you are fluent in Portuguese and keen to experience a cosmopolitan
lifestyle in a vibrant and growing African city then this is the opportunity of a
lifetime for you to broaden your professional and personal horisons. Enjoy
easy access to pristine beaches, magnificent watersports and a selection of
fantastic restaurants.
Audit Seniors
Our client, a leading professional services organisation, is expanding and
wishes to appoint qualified or near qualified CA’s with three to five years
audit experience (ideally gained in a big four or medium sized firm). Good
interpersonal skills and a passion for excellence and client service secures
this unique opportunity to enhance your international experience and audit
skills, working predominantly with multinational clients.
A competitive remuneration package including benefits and bonuses will
be negotiated with successful candidates. Relocation and work permit
assistance will be provided.
Audit Assistants
Opportunities are also available for Mozambican nationals with accounting
degrees wishing to return home to an exciting career with a major audit firm
in Maputo.
Interested?
Contact Laura Deats on +2711 675 5280 or
e-mail laurad@lauradeatsappointments.co.za

Apply for CA and Financial Jobs Online

www.cajunction.co.za
Create an online Resume
Search for Financial jobs online
Set up job alerts
Track your job applications online
Read up on career advice

SAICA presents CAJunction in
association with CareerJunction

GREY_CONSULTING
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accounting,finance and risk recruitment specialists

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

R550 000 - R450 000, Sandton
Leading financial services group requires a self motivated management
accountant to be responsible for the entire management accounting function
for the group. CA (SA) and 3 years post article experience.
recruit@wexford.co.za

INTERNAL AUDITOR

Tel: +27 11 785 4930 Fax: +27 11 785 4939 www.wexford.co.za
Three Seasons Office Park, 7 Spring Street, Rivonia, 2128

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT

R400 000 - R350 000 CTC, North & CBD
Several of our clients require BComm, Articles individuals with passion for
accounting to join their well run financial teams. Your ability to work independently, think laterally and meet deadlines secures. Career growth and fruitful
bonuses are secured should you be successful. janet@wexford.co.za

ASSISTANT CFO

± R800 000 CTC, Parktown
Financial services giant requires bright, energetic CA (SA) to assist CFO of
large division. Your ability to think on your feet, communicate at all levels and
“hit the road running” secures. This role is not for the “average” CA (SA).
Financial services experience secures. janet@wexford.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER

R650 000 - R600 000, JHB North
Blue chip company requires ambitious CA (SA) who can plan, direct and control
the company’s overall financial, accounting and HR policies as well as oversee
corporate governance processes. Must have a minimum of 5 years experience
in a FM position. recruit@wexford.co.za

R400 000 - R320 000 CTC, Woodmead
Top international brand is expanding their IA department and requires an
astute, self motivated candidate to join their growing team. Great opportunity
for someone completing articles to gain exposure in a leading company. BCom
essential. Big 4 articles preferably. Lots of room for future growth into other
areas of the business. liz@wexford.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER

R500 000 CTC + Petrol + 13th cheque + Bonus, North
International group seeks a hands-on individual with superb people skills who
thrives in a fast-paced environment to take charge of the development &
implementation of a global shared accounting services business model. BCom/
CTA with articles and +/-5 years experience in a financial leadership role or
CA (SA) essential. Experience in shared services a plus. liz@wexford.co.za

ASSISTANT FM

R500 000 - R450 000 CTC, Sandton
Global comms company seeks a highly proficient, analytical & innovative
accountant to be the right hand man to the FM. Duties include financial &
management accounting, payroll & staff supervision. BCom (Hons) + 5yrs experience in a similar role. permanent@wexford.co.za

SENIOR ACCOUNTANT

R400 000 - R350 000 CTC, East Rand
Large group needs hands-on accountant with solid full accounting function
experience including forex, import/export to manage team of 5 and to be
2IC to FM. BComm + min 5 yrs relevant experience & high competency level
essential. permanent@wexford.co.za

Financial Manager
The incumbent will be responsible for financial management,
incorporating reporting, budgets, internal controls and financial
advice to the Head of Department.
To be successful in this senior role, candidates must not only
possess formal skills such as budgeting and budget control and
financial reporting, but also high emotional intelligence and the ability
to interact and work in a team. A BCom, with completed articles
and CA(SA) certification is the minimum requirement sought. This
must be supported by specialist status (experience at one of the
leading firms) in financial management and extensive experience
in operational management in a manufacturing environment.
Computer literacy (SAP and MS Office, with intermediate Excel)
is very important and candidates must be members of SAICA. The
ability to interpret data and provide financial insight, along with a
drive for performance, is also required.
We offer an attractive package commensurate with the level of the
position.
Please forward your written application, accompanied by
full personal and career details, to: Tsb Sugar, PO Box 47,
Malalane 1320 or fax: 086 603 5984 or e-mail: jobs@tsb.co.za
Mark your application clearly as “Financial Manager”.
Closing date: 20 July 2010
Tsb promotes the principles of Employment Equity.
Should you not hear from us within 14 days of the closing date of
this advertisement, please accept that your application was not
successful.
www.humanjobs.co.za

Human Communications 67466

The Oasis Group is a global fund management operation
that was formed in June 1997. Within the fund management
industry, Oasis has established a strong investment track
record as an investment manager with expertise in Shari’ah
compliant and conventional collective investment schemes,
global mutual funds, retirement funds and large segregated
institutional funds. In April 2010 Oasis added to its comprehensive range of products by launching an insurance
company offering endowments and pension annuities. This
resultant expansion has necessitated further growth and
career opportunities within the group.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
CA 5-8 Years of Financial Services Industry experience
We require someone that will:
• Be responsible for financial analyses in the finance department or
responsible for a division providing financial accounting services for
head office and/or group companies.
• Apply principles of accounting to analyse financial information and
prepare financial reports.
• Compile and analyse financial information to prepare entries to
accounts, such as general ledger accounts, documenting business
transactions.
• Analyse financial information detailing assets, liabilities and capital.
• Prepare balance sheets, profit and loss statements and other reports
to summarize and interpret current and projected company financial
position for other managers.
• Audit contracts, orders and vouchers and prepare reports to substantiate individual transactions prior to settlement.
• Install, modify, document and coordinate implementation of accounting systems and accounting control procedures.
• Make recommenations regarding the accounting of reserves, assets
and expenditures.

Remuneration: Market Related Cost to Company
Location: Cape Town (South Africa)
Email CV, ID, & Academic Transcripts to recruitment@oasiscrescent.com
www.oasiscrescent.com

CLASSIFIEDS

PROFIT
WITH THE
PROFESSIONALS

PROGRAMME MANAGER

R900K

Closing Date for Advertisements: Please note that all adverts should be submitted to this office in
writing two months prior to publication date.
Important Information: A telephone number, contact name and postal address must be included
with any advert submitted and in the event that payment is not made before the closing date the
advert will not be published.
Legislation requires your VAT Registration number for invoicing purposes.
For Classified Advertisement information: Contact Angel Lelosa Tel: 011 621-6696.
All advertisements to be submitted to: Accountancy SA, PO Box 59875, Kengray, 2100,
Fax 011 621-6807 or Email: classifieds@saica.co.za

CA(SA)/BSC - Banking - Namibia & Jhb
cindy.dharmapall@accountantsoncall.co.za

FINANCIAL DIRECTOR

R880K - R830K
CA(SA) - FMCG - Jhb
natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

AUDIT MANAGER (AA)

R750K - R650K
CA(SA) - External Audit - Bloemfontein
annerle.barnard@accountantsoncall.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER (AA)

R600K - R450K
CA(SA) - Financial Services - Centurion
karen.robertson@accountantsoncall.co.za

FINANCIAL MANAGER

R500K - R480K
BCom(Hons) - Finance - East Rand
natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

GROUP FINANCIAL ACC

R650K - R550K
CA(SA) - Banking - North & Jhb
rachel.joffe@accountantsoncall.co.za

NEWLY QUALIFIED CA(SA)

R420K - R400K
CA(SA) - Finance - Isando
natasha.theodorides@accountantsoncall.co.za

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT

R400K - R360K
BCom - Transport - Hatﬁeld
kgomotso.kgopa@accountantsoncall.co.za

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT

R360K - R240K
ND/BCom - Retail/FMCG - Isando
nick.els@accountantsoncall.co.za

APPOINTMENTS
DYNAMIC AUDITING COMPANY
We are based in Dunkeld and seek new
trainees as well as qualified staff. Excellent
training and prospects exist. Please email
one page CV to david@dkalmin.co.za.
TRAINEE ACCOUNTANTS
Dynamic, Northcliff based firm of
Chartered Accountants and Auditors has
vacancies for 1st year or entry level trainee
accountants with Caseware experience.
Please forward CV to the staff Partner at
johanc@arcinc.co.za or 086 630 9321.

Chartered Accountant that wishes to
expand his existing/start-up practice.
Established client portfolio would be
an added advantage but by no means
essential reply to info@finfive.com. Please
visit www.finfive.com for more details.
TE KOOP
Gevestigde winsgewende klein en meduim
ouditpraktyk wat 30 jaar oud is te koop
in die Vaaldriehoek. Het ‘n gesonde
kliente basis waarvan 96% gelee is in die
Vaaldriehoek. Indien u belangstel faks
besonderhede na 086 656 8572.
SERVICES

PARTNERSHIPS & PRACTICES
ACQUIRING
Well established successful CA firm
wishes to acquire accounting and auditing
firms Gauteng, Cape Town and Durban. If
you are interested in selling, call Marius at
082 887 3496.
BEE Partner
Old established five partner firm in
Edenvale wishes to offer partnership to a
suitably qualified Chartered Accountant.
Established client portfolio would be
an added advantage but by no means
essential. Reply to richardj@tuffsan.co.za.
MERGING
Interested in merging with a well
established successful accounting and
auditing firm in Gauteng, Cape Town and
Durban. Let’s talk about the possibility and
opportunities. Call Marius at 082 887 3496.
PURCHASE A PRACTICE
Practitioner in Melville, Johannesburg invites
applications from small/medium practitioners
wishing to dispose of their practice or block
of fees. Call Manfred 083 251 4070 or e-mail
manfred@profitplan.co.za.
PARTNERSHIP
FinFive Inc with Offices in Pretoria,
Johannesburg and Cape Town wishes to
offer a partnership to a suitable qualified

AUDIT AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES
CA(SA) with extensive audit and senior
management experience in both private
and public sector available for contract
assignments. Contact Sumayya on
083 461 7665 or smakda27@gmail.com.
DECEASED ESTATES/WILLS/TRUSTS
Phillip Coetzee is an attorney specializing
in the administration of deceased estates,
the drafting of wills and trusts, I offer the
services of attending to the estate work of
auditors and accountants, subject to arranged
allowance. Will travel to attend to the initial
intake of the estate. Call 012 809 4489 or
e-mail flip@tci.co.za. Cell 083 379 6855.
IT MATES SOFTWARE
AuditMate - Prepare audit and review
working papers with new ISA Templates
and Excel based annual financial
statements including IFRS for SME’s.
ClientMate - Our new CRM software brings
all Client information to your desktop.
Features include letter printing, e-mails
and SMS communications as well as Time
recording, invoicing and Pastel integration.
For intuitive, user friendly software with
powerful automation and support that
exceeds all expectations. Tel: 033 266 6859
www.itmates.co.za.

011 269 8700

www.accountantsoncall.co.za
asa I august 2010

Opportunities in Africa

Pan-African
Floating CFO:
Banking
R1.2k – R2k
Ref: CF001

5 Mauritius
Deputy Group CFO:
Corporate Finance
US$130k – $180k
(+ expat) Ref: AT001

5 Mauritius
Global Tax Manager:
Banking
US$130k – $180k
(+ expat) Ref: AT002

Zambia

2 Lesotho

Head of Finance:
Banking
R800k – R1.2k
Ref: CF002

Head of Finance:
Banking
R800k – R1.2k
Ref: CF004

1

1

Zambia

Capital Reporting
Manager: Banking
R600k – R800k
Ref: CF003

6 Botswana

3 Tanzania

4 Kenya
Micro Lending Country
Head: Banking
US$80k – $100k
(+ expat) Ref: AT003

Product Controller:
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF005

7 Mozambique
Corporate Finance –
Portuguese Speaking:
Banking
US$100k – $130k
(+ expat) Ref: AT006

4 Kenya

8 Uganda

Head of Asset
Management: Banking
US$80k – $100k
(+ expat) Ref: AT004

Corporate Finance –
Portuguese Speaking:
Banking
US$80k – $100k
Ref: AT007

4 Kenya

Head of Asset Finance
Kenyan National: Banking
US$80k – $100k
(+ expat) Ref: AT005

Product Controller:
Banking
R500k – R800k
Ref: CF006

Opportunities in South Africa
9

10 Johannesburg

11 East Rand
8

Financial Manager:
Industrial
R580k – R650k
Ref: BB002

4

Head of Finance:
Banking
R900k – R1.1k
Ref: JB001

Recently Qualified
CA: Banking
R450k – R480k
Ref: JB002

Finance Manager 2
years PQE: Banking
R550k – R580k
Ref: JB003

Accounting Analysts
MIS: Banking
R350k – R400k
Ref: JB004

Internal Reporting
Manager: Banking
R650k – R900k
Ref: PM002

Murex Accountants:
Banking
R400k – R450k
Ref: JB005

Senior Product
Controller: Banking
R700k – R900k
Ref: CF007

Management
Accountant: Technology
R500k – R750k
Ref: BB001

Group Head Corporate
Finance: Banking
R1.3m – R1.8m
Ref: AT008

Group Head Private
Equity/Advisory: Banking
R1.3m – R1.8m
Ref: AT009

Financial Manager:
Banking
R550k – R650k
Ref: RB001

Chief Operations Officer:
Insurance
R1m – R1.1m
Ref: KH004

Chief Financial Officer:
Manufacturing
R800k – R1.2m
Ref: SR003

Senior Tax Manager:
Banking
R900k – R1050k
Ref: RB002

Manager Credit Risk:
Banking
R650k – R850k
Ref: RB003

Finance Manager:
Commerce
R450k – R550k
Ref: RB004

Group Accountant:
Banking
R550k – R650k
Ref: SR001

Interdivisional Analyst:
Banking
R540k – R650k
Ref: SR004

Senior Finance Manager:
Financial Services
R650k – R800k
Ref: KH001

Internal Auditor:
Banking
R450k – R500k
Ref: KH002

Senior Tax Manager:
Profession
R650k – R750k
Ref: KH003

Recently Qualified CAs:
Banking
R420k – R480k
Ref: SR002

Senior Finance Manager:
Banking
R650k – R900k
Ref: PM001

3
1

Group Reporting:
Manufacturing
R550k – R620k
Ref: BB003

7

6

5

10 11
2

Finance Manager:
Motor
R600k – R750k
Ref: PM003

All CVs to be sent to you@antonapps.com quoting reference
0861 788 7880 www.antonapps.com 073 788 7880

Need the BEST?
We have them!
SET Recruitment is

Tel. +27 (0)11 234-4313

permanent and

E-mail: info@setrecruitment.co.za

the go-to agent for

Fax: +27 (0)11 234-4318

contract placements

www.setrecruitment.com

of financial

and engineering

We are a BEE level 2 accredited company

professionals. We manage

the needs of some of the most

sought-after employers throughout
South Africa and internationally.

“Our focus is on understanding and matching the
cultures and expectations of our clients with the skills,
experience and personalities of our candidates.”
Human Communications 65511

